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H·e alth Center in red, .may close in-patient dept.
by LAURA STOUT
Due to budget cuts for student services
this year, the Student Health Center in all
probability will see a close in its in-patient
department.
.
The Student Health Center is one of
several departments that operates under
Dr. Robert Miller, Dean of Student Developmental° Services. It is run under the general
budget for student services and any budget
cuts therefore affect the center.
Dr. David Lundy, director of the Health
Center, reports that at the present time the
center is operating in the red, even though
just half of the fiscal year has gone by. He
predicts that by the end of the fiscal year,
July, the center will be $20,000 in the: hole.

"The biggest problem is that the money
we generate is not given back to us even
though this was the understanding for
which our budget was cut $20,000 two years
ago," he said.
"When the budget was cut it was done so
on the basis that we could start charging for
services for which we'd previously not
charged," said Lundy.
The center started charging for x-rays,
laboratory work and other items for which
no charge had been made. Now that they
are charging for these services and generating more income, it's not being put back
into the Health Center budget.
"Why it's not is a complete enigma to
me," says Lundy. "The money goes _to the
college's general fund which ends up

supporting some other program. Therefore
we're working to support some other
, college expense outside the ~e~lth Center."

keep the in-patient ~epartment ()pe~,"

The college has fulfilled it's threat to
close the in-patient department as a means
to save money and make the department
deficit approach zero by the end of July.
"There's no questif?n. it costs money to

"Closing the in-patient service will not
only mean that we can't have patients stay
over-night, but also that emergency care for
students in the night time and on week-ends
will have to be cut," he said.

agreed Lundy. It requires two extra shifts
of nursing coverage from 4 pm to midnight
Yet everyday the center is faced with and midnight to 8 am. There are also the
having to buy materials out of their budget. required expenses of laundry, medicines
When they charge for the use of these and so on to take care . of.
materials, the money does not ~ome back to .
Lundy points out, however, that extra
them. Lundy says with things the way they shifts of required nurses during the week
are right now, the Center would be and week-ends not only take care of
self-supporting and could keep the in- students staying overnight in the infirmary
patient department open if given back the but also work on many emergency cases
money it genera~es . .
during thes!i' hours.

I
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Slaughter named interim chief;
campus police patrols to continue
by JACKI:.. HUMPHRIES
News Editor

ROBERT MILLER

Central Police Chief Alfred Pickles was given 15
days' notice of termination <' nd suspended from the
. force Friday, February 20.
This action was the culmination of days of
memoranda between the chief and school administrators concerning budgetary limitations and possible campus law enforcement cutbacks. Had_ the
cutback taken place, there would have been no
continupus law enforcement on the campus, according to the chiefs memo.
Within 48 hot.rs, the chief had issued two memos
which called for extensive cutback in overtime work
ALFRED PICKLES
by his nine-member staff. These directives were
rescinded by Pickles' immediate superior, Dr.
Robert Miller, dean of Student Services, during the
same time period.
Miller said Pickles was suspended and terminated
· ";for cause-I don't discuss person,nel matters
publicly." He did say that the action was "in part" a
thi~gs which ne~~ a special hear- result of the directives issued by the chief last week.
·ing. This is the highest tribunal in.
The first memo from Pickles was dated 'Feb.
the campus judiciary hiarchy auth- 18 and sai~ in part, "Since we are over our budget in
orized to hear complaints against overtime,1/as predicted, I have no choice but to issue
students and student organiza- the following order to take effect Monday, Feb. 23,
tions.
1976, unl~ss countermanded in writing by a higher
J udiriary candidates are: for authority: with the knowledge that they also assume
Judiciary 6, William G. Green, Jr. full responsibility for the budget."
and Mark E. Hutson, Soph. RunHis directives were as follows:
ning unopposed are Kristofer
"No officer or employee will work overtime under
Graap, Jr. under Judiciary 5 and
any conditions except felony arrests and felony court
George L. Peterson, Jr. under appearances. If the only scheduled officer should
Judiciary 4.
report sick, the Campus Police operation will be
Candidates will be giving their closed down for that shift and the switchboard is
positions in dormitory meetings instructed to call the city police to answer calls."
Sunday and Tuesday, the week of
"All vacations are cancelled."
the election and will be speaking in
"Warnings will be issued for misdemeanors where
the SUB Pit at noon; Wed., March legally possible to avoid court overtime."
Additional directives included police operation
3.
A change which might take shutdown on all holidays, termination of all student
place in this election is the change help and cancellation of all out-of-town training.
in determining the winner of an Pickles said notification of other actions, as it became
election. Previously the candidate necessary, would take place.
had to have 50 percent of the votes
On Feb. 19 another memo was released after
plus one to win. This could be Pickles met with college administrators. The
changed to the person getting the· . administrators could provide no additional funding
-,.eatest amount of votes.
so all original directives were to stand with the

Stu~~nt government

pos 1t1ons to be filled

Board of Control elections for
spring quarter will be held Thursday, March 4. Three of the five
BOC positions are to be filled along
with four Judiciary positions.
Students running as candidates
must have 45 college credit hours,
be enrolled in 12 currently and
have at least a 2.0 grade average.
Each candidate must presen~ 25
student signatures which are
checked for validity.
Position 3 runs· from spring to
fall, with Positions 4 and 5 running
from spring to spring.
Those filing for Position 5 are
Kevin Ryan, Sr.; Jeffrey Hugh
Levell, Jr. and Forest (Scott)
Mueggler, Soph. Running under
position 4 are Stuart McMullen,
Sr.; Alice M. McKnight, Jr. and
Edward J. Terhaar, Jr. Position 3
candidates are Robert S. Morse,
Sr.; Gregory L. Davies, Jr.; Louanne E. Luehrs, Jr. and Michael
Wynn Warpenberg, Soph. _
BOC Judiciaries are set_ up for

exception of- vacations, according to the chief.
Officers at that point were to receive their vacation
time as scheduled, he said.
Friday, Feb. 20, Miller released the following
statement:
"As the official of Central Washington State
College next responsible above the Chief for· the
Campus Police Department, I take this means to
- regret and disclaim the memoranda referenced
above.
"The memoranda from Chief Pickles are here\>y
rescinded and are of no effect."
College and city officials were to meet to discuss
the steps that could be taken t-0 alleviate the
problems of enforcement and budget allocation.
Ellensburg Police Chief Larry Loveless talked to
the Crier Thursday saying, "I don't know at this time
how I will handle the problem. I had no prepar•tion
for this [meaning the memo from Pickles]. Its being a
memo, I question its.motive."
,
Loveless said he was disappointed in the way in
which he had been notified of the possible action.
"I received the memo this morning (Thursday,
Feb. 19) in a sealed envelope. I would have hoped
someone would called me by phone or contacted me~"
he said.
~llensburg's Daily Record reported Friday, Feb. :
20, that Loveless said he "had no intention of taking
over law enforcement on the college campus during
those times wheh no campus security officer would
be available." He felt at that point his first obligation
would be to the city, because of the size of his own
force and budgetary limitations.
He also explained that for the city to assume the
responsibility for full campus enforcement, he would ·
need a minimum of nine new employes, two vehicles,
plus equipment. The staff would require five new
patrolmen, three desk people and an animal control
officer.
The following morning an interview with Pickles
indicated that law enforcement curtailment was the
only alternative he could see to his budgetary
problems in the area of overtime. He said overtime
work includes anything over the designated eight·
hour shift, court appearances during an officer's
release time, crime investigations that continue
beyond the shift's end and all training time that the
[continued on page 2]
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Report recommends
retaining History 301

(Pickles terminated 'for cause'; l
Sloughter·a ctingos interim chief
[continued from page 1]

byPAULFRIDLUND

-w_ ashington State -History is
still a graduation requirement for
most education majors at Central.
Some confusion over this point
was created. when the State Superintendent of Public Instruction
issued a bulletin leaving this
decision up to the individual
schools.
The State Board of Education
makes the study of Washington
State History a requirement for
assignment of a teacher rather
than a requirement for provisional
or standard certification per se.
Central's Teacher Education
Council appointed an ad hoc committee to study the issue last
October. This committee recommended:
1. The name of the course be
changed from "History and
Government of Washington" to
"Pacific Northwest History." The
course now taught actually - encompasses the entire 'Pacific
Northwest in spite of the narrower
implications of the present title.
2. History 301 should be requir~d~ eleme!ltary teachers from

grades four to six, special education students and those with
majors or minors in social science
fields. The reason for requiring the
class for elementary and special
education students is that the
Pacific Northwest is part of social
studies curriculum in the intermediate grades and those who are
certified should be required to
take the course. Special education
s~udents can also identify with this
area more readily. The board also
strengthened the requirement because under the previous system
Washington State History could
be postponed until the fifth year.

clean out my office," he said.
His reaction toward the college's decision was :
"I though it was a poorly thought-out and angry
reaction which didn't solve the real problem."
He emphasized that if it was possible he would like
to remain on the force. "I love it here."
As of Tuesday afternoon Pickles had not contacted
his lawyer but intended to do so and file for a hearing
with the Higher Education Appeal Board.
Loveless also said this week that the meeting
between the two departments had been successful
and that he could understand the problems facing
Pickles. "His back was to the wall as far as budget
problems were concerned," he said.
Memos from the offices of Dr. Edward Harrmgton, vice president for academic affairs, and Miller caused
confusion Pickles said because of the differences in
information. The first memo indicated he could not
hire staff to fill the two vacancies because this money
was needed for covering other budget deficiencies.
When he asked to have this put in writing he was
. told that if President Brooks were to make the final
budgetary adjustments then Miller would eventually "'
direct the monies given to his jurisdiction.
"They could not assure the money savings from
my area would even be allotted back to me. The
health center is also in bad shape financially, and it is
possible that they might be channeled this money,"
Pickles said.
In the meantime, police patrol will continue on campus as always.
Joseph Slaughter has been named acting chief.
Slaughter has no comment on the situation as he
"was notified late last Fridav that I was to assume ~
these duties. I had no idea this was going to happen
and I don't know how long I will be serving in this
role," he conclude~.

- state guidelines require of the polic_e offi~ers.
Pickles further explained that in the 1975-77
biennium budget drawn up in August 1974, he had
requested $23,350 for overtime salaries. He was
allotted $3,152. He pointed out that the cost of the
out-of-town schooling for officers alone cost -$3,388.
The police academy constitutes a loss of three
months' time for an officer and the officer that
replaces him is paid overtime salary, while at the
same time the officer in training is paid overtime for
any schooling that goes over eight hours a day.
"I must curtail--it is not a matter of wanting to, it is
a matter of having to make cutbacks," he concluded.
Hypothetically speaking, he said that if an
investigation was in process and the investigating
officer left when his shift ended, the oncoming officer
would be forced io step into the investigation. But if
3. History 301 should be strong- the next officer didn't come on duty, the investigaly recommended for all teacher tion would have to rely on whatever manpower the
candidates who pJan to teach in the downtown police force could offer.
A late Friday interview with Miller revealed that
Pacific Northwest. An awareness
the college had met with Loveless and the matter
of the historical forces that form
had been discussed and the interview ended on a
the political and social context in
which the teaching and learning friendly note. He explained that "technically the
campus has never been out of city police jurisdiction,
takes place is highly desirable.
although the downtown police generally don't come·
4. The Teacher Education on campus without an invitation."
- When discussing -t he police department budgetary
Council, the report said, should
recommend to the history depart- problems, Miller did speculate that he might be able
ment that it study further ways of to find some money. "If it comes from anywhere it
making the Pacific Northwest will be salary savings."
course more me_aningful for- those
Later that afternoon he met with Pickles and
non-social studies majors who take notified him of his suspension and eventual
it. This would include more termination. Pickles said Tuesday afternoon that
methodology.
-there was no disc~ssion of the matter. "I was told to
The board was made up of six
educators. Dorthy Sheldon and
Madge Young represented the
education department, Larry
by RANDALL _DODD
There will be a lecture and
Lowther represented the history
discussion on the identification and
department, Don Dietrich came
The Office of Continuing Educaecology of plants and plant
from the chemistry department
tion at Central will be offering
communities in Washington State.
and two representatives from
three accredited courses at the
This will include discussion of
Lincoln Elementary School--Dick
Cispus Environmental Center in
some aspects of natural history
Fields and Dick Robinson.
Randle during April and May.
The first of the programs is and applied ecology (forestry and
titled the "Natural Vegetation of range management, for example).
The second program to be
Washington" and will be offered
on two weekends--April 23-4 and offered is simply entitled "MushMay 7-9. Attendance will be rooms," and will be offered the
required both weekends for full weekend of April 30-May 2. There
will be a lecture and discussion on
credit.

Natural history classes offered

... ASC productions

We put
some of America's
most imP91:tant natural resources
into the ground.
IS TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION ™

TM is not

TM is
simple
natural
easy
effortless
effective
and fun

a re1igion
a diet
a life style _
concentration
contP-mplation
or difficult

tokes 15-20 minutes twice doily.-

gives energy, enioyment, peace, happiness, rest and selfoctuolizotion.

Free Publlc Lecture
Tuesday,March 2
7 :30 PM
Grupe Conference Center

Highly trained, highly qualified, and highly dedicated
missile officers in the Air Force. Getting down to the vital
business of keeping America alert. This is a specialized field
available to a few very special men.
You can prepare to enter this exciting field by enrolling in
an Air Force ROTC program. Four-year, 3-year, or 2-year
programs leading to a commission of an Air Force officer.
There are scholarships available, plus $100 monthly allowances. And after college, an Air Force opportunity for a
challenging job and with paid-for graduate educational
degrees.
If you're the type of a guy who wants to plant your feet
on a solid foundation, look into the Air Force ROTC programs
and look ahead to becoming a missile launch officer in the
Air Force.
Get all the details ... no obligation, of course.

Contact Maj Richard Gray, Central
Hash. State College, 963·-2314

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

common Pacific Northwest mushrooms in conjunction with visual
aids. Also included in the program
will be field identification and an
education in the the use of simple
keys and techniques in fungal
identification and preservation. It
_is hoped that each student will
develop an awareness and
appreciation of the important role
fungi play in the ecosystem.
The last of the natural history
programs is entitled "Bird Identification and Ecology." This is also
a two-weekend course and the
dates are May 14-16 and 21-23. The
program will provide field and
laboratory experience in the identification and ecological relationships of Pacific Northwest mountain birds, as well as instruction in
the use of field techniques to
attract and study birds. The
student will learn identification of ~
the common birds using study
skins, color slides of birds, bird
calls, family characteristics,
behavior and natural history.
If you are interested in registration for any of these programs, or
if~ you would like any further
-iiiformation, call the Office of
C<intinuing Education at 963-i501,
or stop by. The Office is locatecnn ·
Peterson 203.
,.··

105 E. 4th
Shaklee Organic Home

_ & Health Products,
Natural Foods
Indian bedspreads
Woodfire Pottery

Vine Smok;n: A"°''°';e,

925-2394

0
i
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Will e.ercentile ranking be established?

Gradeflation report proposals draw diss_ent
by CLINT ROBBINS

Debate was the main order of business at
last week's Faculty Senate bi-monthly
meeting.
"Extensive discussion centered on the
recently completed grade inflation report
presented to the Senate by Clint Duncan,"
noted Senate President David Lygre.
Five recommendations were listed in the
report for the Senate to "accept, reject or
amend," Lygre explained. "The only sure
thing about the recommendations discussed
in the meeting is that there is a great deal of
controversy on each of them."
It was agreed by the Senate to consider
each of the recommendations separately.
"We decided, too, that it would be best to
consider item number five as two parts."
Recommendation five deals with the
inclusion of, "in addition to the letter grade;
an index of the ranking of that grade
relative to the other grades assigned in that
class."
Two proposals were listed in the committee's report for the implementation of that
suggestion. "There are a number of other
ways the Senate may decide to implement
·that proposal, if, indeed, the Senate accepts
the recommendation at all," stated Lygre.
"We will meet again on March 3 and I
expect that ·we will be voting on a majority
of the recommendations," he said. "I'm
opt i.mistic . that we will wrap up . the
discussion by March 17, the end of wmter
quarter."
Lygre commented that a number of
"practical problems must be considered in
the implementation of the recommendations.

"We must consider the extent to which
the fifth recommendation "would be a
we want to specify the details of the
registrar's nightmare. We would need a
suggestions," he said. "Some of the items
full-time person to handle that situation.
seem to be ones of general policies."
"I think this suggestion would only add to
As an example, Lygre referred to the
the problem of grade inflation, anyway," he
first recommendation ["... publish and widesaid, "because if the grades are widely
ly disseminate quarterly reports ..."]. ''The
disseminated, the students might select the
Senate must consider the manner in which
classes taught by the teacher who adverthe grades will be disseminated.
tises the easiest grading."
How much of the specificaJohn Drinkwater, Board
tion will be "carried out by
of Control manager, _ said
the disseminations?" was a
that he agrees with the fifth
question Lygre said the
suggestion because "the
Senate would have to find an
profs . can continue grading
answer to in a future
as they are now, but a
meeting or meetings.
percentile rank will be esHe emphasized that, while
tablished to show each stuall of the recommendations
dent where he or she stands
received a variety of
in relation to the rest of the
opinions, pro and con, "it
class."
does appear that the first
Lygre, who presides over
and last suggestions will be
the Senate meetings, said,
the subject of most of the
"We're not looking for a
debate."
perfect solution, we're just
Lygre continued that
seeking the least imperfect.
another practical considera"Admittedly, whatever
tion for the Senate is "the
system we choose, it will
impact of the recommendahave considerable impertions if and when they are
fections."
implemented.
He expressed surprise at
"There is a great variety
the number of varying
of opinion about the impacts
opinions on the five recomof the recommendations, '
mendations. "Different
also," he commented. "The
people have different
ease of implementation'
priorities, he noted, "and I
might be a big factor in
wouldn't want to speculate
deciding if either or all of the
on what action the Senate
items will be followed by the
will take."
In a recent Associated
Senate."
Louis Bovos, registrar, ""'-----~-------- Press story, it was reported
said that implementation of
that some schools have de-

Make Your Own
Deal On One of the
World's Great
Receivers!
The Pioneer SX-1010 regularly sells for $700
(and- is worth it!). Now you can own one for as
little as $429, depending on your choice of
speakers!
a) Buy two speakers. ~t _their regular price of.,$100 to $156
each, and the Sf(-lQlO. ·is yours for just $599!
. b)Buy" two speak~rs· at' thefr ~egular price of $157 to -$249
~ each, and th·e ·SX~J.010. is yoiirs for just $549!
.
c)With two speakers at their r~gular price of $250 to $329
each, you get a 1010 for only .$.99L~f.I'· .· , . ...
. ,
· d)With speakers regularly priced a.t..~30 or mor'e each, the
1010 is yours for only $429!
·

...
Among the many speaker choices available are:Yamaha NS-2 ($100);
Yamaha NS-3 ($150); Large Advent ($122); Audioanalyst A-76X ($108);
JBL 1-26 ($156); Audioanalyst AlOOx ($149); ADS L700 ($169.95);JBiL
L-36 ($198); ADS L 710 ($249.99); RTR 240D ($229.95); Allison:Two
($308); JBL L-100 ($318); Yamaha NS 690 ($280); JBL '1166 ($375); L-65
($426); L200B ($697); L300($897); Allison:One ($378); Dahlquist DQ-10
($395); Yamaha NS-lOOOM ($480).

Center plans

activities for
kids, adults
The Ellensburg Day Care Center will
present its "Children's Mid-Winter Festival" on Saturday between 10 am and 4 pm
in the multipurpose room at Brooklane
Village.
The theme of the festival is A Visit to
Winnie the Pooh's 100-acre Wood.
"Parents from the day care center have
been really active at three work parties,
constructing and painting scenery for the
festival," said Melissa M~yers, president of
the EDCC board of directors.
- Included at the festival will be art
activities, booths, a bake sale and puppet
shows and plays presented by stu~ents
from Ellensburg High School.
Admission will be 25 cents for children,
with adults admitted free.

PIONEC-1~®
when you want something better

- ·

Here's how:

.
dining grade averages.
Appearing in the Yakima Herald-Republic, the story suggested that, at some
colleges and universities, professors reacted to grade inflation by tightening standards and "taking a holding action against
inflated grades."
According to a national report cited in the
story, colleges show either a drop in grade •
averages or a concern for inflated grades.
At the University of Illinois, the grade
average in 1972 was 3.88. It dropped to 3.77
the next year but rose to 3.80 in 197 4. A
3.72 average is needed at Berkeley to enter·
the Phi Beta Kappa honorary society, while
only a 3.4 average was needed 10 years ago. -

•
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This the Pioneer SX-1010, one of the world's truly great am/fm stereo
receivers, It has more power, features and versatility than were ~ver
before combined in one unit. With a full 100 watts RMS per channel into
8 ohms, the 1010 easily handles the most inefficient speakers in the
l~r~e$t listening rooms. Total Harmonic Distortion is phenomenally low
·, 0.1% (20:-2_0,000hz). With input capabilities for tw.o turntables, tw:o tape
· . d'eck,s~·plus· d~ck-to-deck dubbing while listening to a tnird source, the SX
:101q, ~as"all the flexibility you've ever dreamed of! . It handl~s· 3 .sets of
speakers,. 'and has a truly state-of-the-art tuner se~tion. With such
niceties as a dimmer control for the panel lights, plus over 3,000
variations of the tone control settings, thfa is truly a· receiver to delight
even the most demanding audiophile .

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl

Ellensburg

962-2830
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Students eschew on-campus entertainment
byKELLYJ.RYAN
Someone announces Stanley Turrentine will be late. It's
10 pm and the jazz band plays on. Glancing around, you
notice a very quiet, collegiate-looking group of concert
goers. Everybody is waiting for the jazz man to show.
Still no sign.
.
The metal chairs and bleachers are beginning to take
their toll. Your back and bottom are trying to tell you
something. You try to ignore the discomfort, knowing
Turrentine will soon cancel your anxiety with some sweet
satisfaction.
Finally, the man with · the golden sax strolls to the
microphone. All the waiting now seems well worth it. A
fresh burst of energy flashes through the crowd. The tunes
begin and Stanley blows his first few notes out to the
crowd over Central's sound system. Nothing but loud and
rude feedback from the speakers.
The audience feels uneasy and Turrentine looks
disgusted. He says something to the effect of "who's
responsible?"

The crowd wonders about his question.
People randomly file out of the concert during the
remainder of the performance, grumbling about the poor
sound, not Turrentine's but that of what turned out to be a
makeshift set-up. Once again you walk away feeling not
quite satisfied. Once again you remember you are in
Ellensburg. And questions come to your mind as you seek
to know what other students want to know. Who is making
these entertainment decisions and why?
A large number of students are questioning the past
methods used by the administration in booking "big name
entertainment." You are aware that this school has not had
a good experience in the shows brought to campus this
year and in the past year according to attendance at the
different shows.
Concerts with Stan Kenton and Jim Stafford lost more
than $4,000 in the past year according to Gary Merz,
student business manager.
Executive Manager John Drinkwater, the administrative overseer of the student entertainment budget, has lost
more _th~n $12,000 since _J\!lY providing various forms of

entertainment ranging from Dick Gregory to the Firesign
Theatre, according to the accountant's books. But from the
turnout at almost all of the major money losers, attendance
by students has been marginal at best.
The most common outcry by students about the
entertainment situation at Central is that they are not
familiar with the artists' music. It seems logical that if a
student hasn't heard of an act, a student will not pay to go
see it. To get a sizeable crowd, an artist must have the
drawing power.
There are a number of ways to find out how a group has
drawn at schools similar to Central. The telephone is one
way. Another excellent source of information is a
publication entitled Performance. This magazine gives a
rating system from 1 to 15 for such relative categories as
cooperation between group and manager, sound and stage
performance, attendance and so on. These are important
and helpful tools to be used in any major concert
production. .
Next week: The booking procedure and the results of a
student poll on entertainment.

Ma Bell requests 'way out of line'
by DAVID WASSER
Assignments Editor

For the moment, at least, the local phone company
has no plans to go along with charging for
information calls. A spokesman said the present
method of making it "unhandy" to call information
seems to be working.
"If you are unable to find the number in your
directory, please hold the line and the first available
operator will assist you," is what the lady says when
you dial 411.
What she says implies that the operators are all
busy. But according to Forest Easton of the local
phone company, it is used to deter use of the
directory-assistance operators. _
The new phone directories come out in June. Most
students who live off campus leave town in June.
When they return in September, their names are in
the directory, but they are listed with last year's
address and phone number. The listings aren't
corrected again until June when everyone leaves
town.

Pacific Northwest Bell wants more money.
They have asked f.or a 23 per cent increase 'in
residential rates, another increase in long distance
rates and a five cent increase for pay telephone calls.
They also seek a 20 cent charge per directory-as1si~t
ance call after three free calls per month.
Spokesmen for both the company's union and the~
Central Community Council Federation charged that
the rate proposals are "way out of line."
Some critics have called the proposal to charge for
directory-assistance calls an putrage. Many elderly
are unable to read the phone book and are forced to
call information.
While the Ellensburg Telephone Company is not
part o~ PNB, they will go along with the increased
long distance (if passed), as will all phone
companies in the state.

Elections scheduled for March

A look at the BOC on its first anniversary
by JACKIE HUMPHRIES
News Editor
Last February the Campus Crier followed the death and resurrection of student
government at Central. The old Ex.ecutive
Council had lost its effectiveness. College
President Jam es Brooks was quoted as
saying, "As far as I can determine student
government is dead at Central; all it lacks is
a decent burial. We need a new start, a
more streamlined system." Now, one year
later, the Crier updates:
Two constitutional proposals appeared on
last February's ballot. One called for a
Board of Control and one was designed to
retain the former Executive Council
government.
Pat Reiley, the ASC president at th!lt
time, had members of his staff draw up a
plan that would meet the needs of the
students at Central. The two, Bill Gillespie
and Steve Haas, visited other schools and
eventually drew up the Haas/Gillespie
proposal which called for the five-member
Board of Control.
At the same time another ASC staff
mem~r, John Pr~sson,_ was developing an
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executive council government composed of
an Executive Council, Intra-Club Council
and the Judicial Board. This was the more
traditional president-vice president type of
government. His plan was patterned after
the existing government at Yakima Valley
College.
As the time neared for Central students
to choose between the two proposals the
conflicts began between the formulators of
the two plans. Presson claimed he was not
allowed access to machines and supplies to
run copies of his proposal and that meeting
dates had been purposely aimed so as not to
include him, but the other side said his
claims were not true. It was agreed by
many at that time that the conflicts led to
confusion as to what the ASC was trying to
accomplish. The student body was hit with
so many new ideas that the two blended
together and eventually few students really
showed much interest in either proposal.
On Feb. 20 the two appeared on the ballot
which drew a five per cent voter turnout
with 362 votes being cast by the 7,116
enrolled students. Of the votes -cast, 298
were in favor of the government change to
BOC while 64 opposed it.
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The · new constitution then went to the
Board of Trustees for their approval, which
was granted the following week. A sixmember transition team was formed to act
as a catalyst body to close out the old ASC
government and move in the Board of
Control members without a sharp break in
governmental continuity. Their first task
was setting up elections for BOC members.
Elections were held on April 10 and the
five positions were filled by Jim Ellis, Kevin
Ryan, Bob Fisher, Arlan James and Gordon
Wellsandt.
The BOC concept ·
The BOC functions in a manner similar to
the Board of Trustees and a city council.
They have a salaried executive manager
who could be compared to a city manager.
The board, under his direction and help, ·
initiates policies and creates agencies and
task forces.
By having an executive manager, the
BOC has a continuity and government
professionalism even with the constant
changing of student representatives from
Currently the BOC holds bi-monthly
meetings to hear committee reports, club
requests and all stud~nt ii:iput. In ~dition
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each member is in the ASC office (southwest corner of the SUB) each day. Once a
week the group meets with Dr. Brooks to
take care of matters that involve both the
college administration and student administration.
Reactions one year later
John Drinkwater was hired in September
to fill the executive manager position. He
says he feels "the BOC is and can become a
more positive form of government for this
campus. Initially I saw the BOC actively
pitching in and establishing the events on
campus. They have formed a programming
committee that reports to the members and •
myself.
"They have grown from just the entertainment area in the last few months to
include listening to clubs that need help,
and- becoming even more responsive to
student needs and wants. They are headed
into a real outreach program," he
concluded.
~
Drinkwater admits that some of the
negative side of the program was that it
was set up before anyone got here. There
were things that had to be done and there
Tiie
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Correspondents express opinions on diverse subiects
Prof: 'Alcoholic
probably iilted'
TotlM-~:

With rega-ra to the alcoholic girl interviewed by the sympathetic editor:
The mentioned prejudice that this college
is "Beer U" is onl' of thl• gn•at, stupid
reversals of the truth and it should not be a
rumor carried on by our own eolll'Kl' papl•r.
Int"act.UlP- greaCbt.~erooozfng is donl' at
Eastern and WSU, whl•rl' aftl'r a quiek
1~ - mile trip to thl• border of Idaho, vt•ry
strong beer is availablt• to 18-y<•ar-olds. Thl'
eampus of WSU and the town of Pullman
look so quit•t and puritani<·al b<'<·aust•
everybody is over in Most·ow sloshing down
beers. Thl•rt• an• 24 saloons in t ht• UW an•a,
and the Westt•rn und<•rag<•rs movt• up to
Canada to imbibt'. Ct•ntral studt•nts who an•
not 21 cannot. gl•t bl•t•rs in t.avt•rns in this
area and no om• ovt•r 21 t•an blamt• anybody
but himself for drinking or anything l'lsl' hl•
does.
As for the pn•judit'l' from tht• otht•r sidt•
of the mountains, my l'dut·att•d frit•nds ovt•r
there know that Kittitas County has elk
hunting, mountain climbing. and thl• rodl•o,
while the rest think that once you leavl' the
bi,g interchange at Bellevue there is nothing
but wilderness, loggers and eoyotes until
you get to Denver. No one is more
provincial than cosmopolitans.
Now to the girl: she should take some
music and physical education to get back
some notions of harmony and health. She
can see the excellent counseling service we
have on campus. She should join Alcoholics
Anonymous. And most of all, she shouldn't
drink so much.
Where does 'she get the money? After a
student pays for his tuition and room and
board and gasoline, he is lucky if a friend
offers him a short one at the end of happy
hour. Many of us would be a lot more
depraved if we had the money. That is
another reason Central students are so
much better than the students at the other
colleges and universities. This girl was

probably . jilted by some uneducated cad
from Big Bend or Green River or Spokane
Falls and she is trying to drown her
troubles and forget her woes, and she found
everybody here is friendly and sympathetic
and so we get blamed every time she takes
a drop. But we should not encourage
maudlin self-pity and rejection of this
<·ollege. If students want a good education,
this is the place. If they want to drink, they
l'an go to Moscow.
Walter R. Goedecke
Philosophy

Opinion column
misrepresents
To the Editor:
In regard to the Feb. 12, student
government article by Jackie Humphries, I ·
would like to place that opinion column back
into perspective, because my full statement
was not quoted and what was quoted was
taken out <>f context. Thus, it made me
appear very bad. So I would like to clarify
this point, plus inform the readers of what
my full statement was (as tra~ribed
directly from the ASC's secretary's tape
recording of the meeting) and the conversation that led up to it and what I said
afterwards. Plus, I am requesting a
retraction of the partial quote, to be
replaced with the full statement and to have
my letter printed in full, without deletions.
According to Humphries, I was asked
(as the article implied) who would bave the
greatest pulling power, Fleetwood Mac or
Tower of Power. This, however, was not
the question. During the discussion concerning the social activities budget, the
business manager stated that the BOC has
only $2,239.85 left for sponsoring big-name
entertainment, dances or anything erse tile
BOC decides to do. And that there is
$18,000 in reserve, which can_not~!....Q!_.1!_
must be returned to the Joint Student Fees
at the end of the budgeti.ng term. I then

asked who the financially responsible
parties would be and what would happen if
$3,000 to $5,000 was lost if the BOC
sponsored Fleetwood Mac or Tower of
Power for the price they were asking
($12,000 for Fleetwood Mac, $10,000 for
Tower of Power). The business manager
replied that at the end of the budgeting
term the BOC w·ould have to return to Joint
Student Fees and ask that the lost sum be
replaced, which might be done and that this
sum could then be subtracted from next
year's budget (which could mean less
money for entertainment next year). Discussion then followed as to whether the
BOC wanted to bring one of these groups to
Central. Gordon Welsandt turned to the
PntP.rtainment committee representative:
Welsandt: Which do you think is best?
Representative: I: think, right now,
times change, but in the best interest of the
school, Fleetwood Mac.
Welsandt: That's not too bad. What do
you think?
James: Considering that we are not
responsible, I think it's just great.
Welsandt: The last · (inaudible ' didn't
have an)rthing to do with it at all because .....
James: Yeah, well, as long as I'm not
legally resp<>nsible, I don't give a damn, I
want it.

Welsandt: That's a bad attitude, really.
James: No, it's a good attitude.
Welsandt: No, no- it's not. You should
have a little consideration for the money
you're losing. You laughed about it all
during it ...
James: NO, now, no, hey, wait a minute.
Welsandt: You agree, O.K .... (turning to
Kevin) What do you think?.
Further discussion followed until I re:iuested to speak, saying:
[ would just like to make clear that I'm all
for Fleetwood Mac, and I don't think what I
;;aid was too out of line. That as long as
we're not lega.ily resporl'~ible, for any money
lost for this concert. r am for it. r d'o n't' see
where I'm wrong, because if the school
would come back to us, or the State or
somebody would come back to us and say,
"Hey, where is this money that's gone?"
Then I can just see the rest of the Board of
Control, that their faces and mouths would
just drop. And so I don't see what is wrong
with what I said.
In conclusion, what I was trying to say
was that as long as my question concerning
personal financial responsibility was
answered, I had no other reservations
concerning the concert and therefore it was
fine with me. I did not and was not saying
that I didn't want Fleetwood Mac or legal or

personal respons10111ty. wnicn m 1act 1 nave
always accepted and believed should be the
case.
Arlen James
BOC member

Josh criticized
for prepublicity
To the Editor:
If Jesus Christ came down to earth right
now, what would he think of his followers
waltzing around in mummy and bear
costumes, plugging a speaker who talks in
his name? It seems in Mr. McDowell's case
the message has become secondary.
W.MarkUoyd

Prof appreciates
donors, supporters
To the Editor:
The ASC-sponsored blood drawing on
Feb. 17 met the quota of 140 pints despite
the long weekend which immediately
preceded it.
Sincere thanks and appreciation to -student and faculty donors and supporters,
namely: Dr. Wilma Moore and her Health
Education enrollees, Colonel Greenwood's
ROTC, the Kittitas County Red Cross
- 'Volunteers, our student promoter, Mrs.
Cathy Moore and the city and campus
media.
·
We anticipate another su-.:cessful drawing
on Wednesday, April 28.
P.Douce'
Faculty Coordinator

Continued ...

Update on Board of Control one yea rafter inception
was no one to do them. "We were so
wrapped-up in programming that it hurt
our exposure and program. The need for
Olympia input, for example, was hard to
understand," he said.
"We also suffered two losses; one when
Jim Ellis was seriously injured in a hunting
accident and was forced to stay away from
operations and then Bob Fisher took a job in
Everett which left us short one member.
And it is definitely a negative situation
when only four out of fiv-0 can function," he
concluded.
In looking toward the future, Drinkwater
is anticipating new faces, new people and
fresh ideas through the result of the
election next month. ·~we have grown and I
feel good about the BOC," he emphasized.
Mike Lansing, who is assistant director of
the SUB and for a short time acted
essentially as the executive manager until
Drinkwater was hired, felt the BOC system
of government is a good one but he "didn't
see representatives who were that interested
in putting out. They seem
apathetic. They don't .have the energy that
they could."
Lansing also said, "I do see them starting
from nowhere and going somewhere, entertainment for example. I would like to see
more students welfare-oriented like Kevin
- Ryan and his Olympia efforts."
On the negative side he sees people who
are not committing themselves to causes,
people who are complaining, but no one is
willing to get involved. Yet turning to the
future he believes success will depend on
who is elected--their interests and depth of
involvement. "I do think it is a positive
thing now and can continue to be. BOC is a
good learning experience."
Dean Don Wise, SUB director, has
watched the growth of the BOC since it was
in the forinative stage. "There have been
three surveys do,ne since I came here t~ find

student needs and in each one the
primary concern dealt with student government and entertainment. This system has
been ouit e successful in taking care of that
need. They are just getting started in other
aspects; just getting involved in community
efforts. They are doing a gpod job in
statewide communication in student government. Kevin Ryan, in particular, has
done a good job in Olympia," he said.
He sees the future BOC as becoming a
voice for the student body. "They will be an
influential voice. I feel really positive about
it," he concluded.
BOC members themselves have positive
views of the current and future BOC. ·
Ryan said, "If you get the right kind of
people, those who can see the future, the
BOC will be good. Much depends on
dynamics .in the BOC itself--whether the
individual members are willing to sacrifice
time and money. We need people who are
optimistic when the chips are down. They
must take a positive approach," he emphasized.

said.
"I don't think the BOC has enough power
to do everything we want to do. According
to the constitution we can't belong to task
forces or committees. We can't initiate any
entertainment, we just provide approval or
disapproval for the ideas presented us· by
the committee. This, he feels, is a negative

side of the BOC position. He also agrees
with Ryan, that the rotating chairman
breaks continuity in Board of Trustee
representation and program continuity.
Gordon Wellsandt was not available for
comment.
Jim Ellis refused to be interviewed by
the Crier.

The most negative area of the liUC for
Ryan seems to be rotating the chairperson
from quarter to quarter. "There is a loss in
dynamic strategy wh~n we are moving on
something, we lose our continuity," he said.
His concern for the future, is that the
student government must take a respon
sible attitude toward what we have
"because it is all we have."
Arlen James savs he feels "the BOC bas
moved in a positive way" since its initiation.
He cites entertainment as one of the best ·
examples of this positive movement. "We
have established a coffee house, Papa
John's, had dances, provided the best
quality movies that we can afford, we are
bringing clubs together and establishing
service- committees as well as bringing
big-name entertainment to campus," he L----------------------~---------~-------

AA group being formed on camQ_us

Programs.available to help problem drinkers
by DAVID WASSER
Assignments Editor
Alcoholism is easily the nation's numb~r
one drug problem. It is a disease which
affects nine million Americans and costs the
United States $25 billion annually in illness,
family disruptions, arrests, property
destruction, loss of productivity and death.
The alcoholic has several different paths
he can follow to the road to recovery. But in
most cases he has to be willing to be helped.
Probably the most famous of the alcoholism recovery groups is Alcoholics Anonymous. Since its beginning in 1935, AA has
helped hundreds of thousands of problem
drinkers.
Alcoholics Anonymous consists of nearly
·500,000 members in more than 15,000
groups throughout the world.
According to literature published by AA:
"Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of
men and women who share their experience, strength and hope with each other
that they may solve their common problem
and help others to recover from alcoholism.
The only requirement for membership is a
-desire to stop drinking."
The group supports it self through
contributions. It is not connected with any
religious sects or other organizations.
There are two types of meetings the
group holds. The first is an open meeting
which features speakers, usually AA members, who review the drinking experiences
which led them to join the organization. Or
they may discuss their feelings since joining

drinker and his family decide which way to
go.
"We sort of do the footwork," said Linda
Grant, director of the center.
"We're concerned with education and
referrals to the various treatments," she
said.
Psychological evaluations and mental
health counselors work with some problem
drinkers to get to the root of · their
problems. "We're doing sort of a mental
health approach," Grant said.
Once an alcoholic has dried out, the
center tries to help him stay that way.
"They need some kind of follow-up," Grant
said, "like continuing with AA or couns.eling.

The following 26 questions were prepared by the National Council on Alcoholism. "Yes" answers may
indicate some of the symptoms of alcoholism.
1. Do you occasionally drink heavily after a disappointment, a quarrel or when the boss gives you a

AA.
.
A closed meeting is limited to members of
the local AA group. Here, members discuss
particular phases of their problems.
But AA is only one organization for the
problem drinker. There are numerous
treatment centers, hospitals, church groups
and counselors for the problem drinker.
The Kittitas County Alcoholism Information and Referral Center, located in the
.county health building, helps the problem .

"Eighty people went through treatment .
last year," Grant said. "We usually refer the
. clients to a 3-4 week in-patient place where
the treatments vary."
The cost of these treatment centers vary .
too. A stay can cost between $800 and
$2,000. The state will pay for the cheaper
treatments in some cases. Insurance companies sometimes foot the bill.
"More and more insuranc~ companies are
recognizing alcoholism as a disease," Grant
said.
·
·
The various programs, clinics and hospitals for the problem drinker are quite
diverse. The Sundown M Ranch near White
Swan offers lawn.games, gardening, horseshoe pitching, pool and ~olor television to

..

hard time?
2. When you have trouble or feel under pressure, do you always drink more heavily than usual?
3. Have you noticed that you are able to handle more liquor than you did when you first began
drinking?
4. Did you ever wake up the "morning after" and discover that you could not remember part of the
evening before, even though your friends tell you that you did not "pass out?"
5. When drinking yvith other people, do you try to have a few extra drinks when others will not know
it?
6. Are there certain occasions when you feel uncomfortable if alcohol is not available.?
7. Have you recently noticed that when you begin drinking you are in more of a hurry to get the first
drink than you used to be?
.
8. Do you sometimes feel a little guilty about your drinking?
J. Are you secretly jrritated when your fam!ly or friends discuss_your drinking?
10. Have you_!"ece_!l!lY noticed an increase in t}le fr_equ~cy qf your memory ··oiackouts?"
11. Do you often find that you wish to continue drinking after your friends say they've had enough?
12. Do you usually have a reason for the occasions when you drink heavily?
13. When you're sober, do you often regret things you have done or said while drinking?
14. Have you tried switching brands or following different plans for controlling your drinking?
15. Have you often failed to keep the promises you have made to yourself about controlling or cutting
down on your drinking?
· 16. Have you ever tried to control your drinking by making a change in jobs or moving to a new
location?
17. Do you try to avoid family or close friends while you are drinking?
18. Are you having an increasing number of financial and work problems?
19. Do more people seem to be treating you unfairly without good reason?
20. Do you eat very little or irregularly when you are drinking?
21. Do you sometimes have the "shakes" in the morning and find that it helps to have a little drink?
22. Have you recently noticed that you cannot drink as much as you once did?
23. Do you sometimes stay drunk for several days at a time?
·
24. Do you sometimes feel very depressed and wonder whether life is worth living?
25. Sometimes after periods of drinking, do you see or hear things that aren't there?
26. Do you get terribly frightened after you have been drinking heavily?

the men who come to the "80 acres of
serenity." The 21-day program at the Ranch
features "intensive therapy" which includes
"individual and small group sessions plus
three mandatory lecture and discussion
meetings each day."
The Careunit at Riverton General Hospital in Seattle offers yoga, psychotherapy
sessions and problem-solving ·sessions in
their three-week program. The operation at
Riverton is one of ten Careunits operated
by Comprehensive Care Corporation of
Newport Beach, Calif.
Sometimes individuals who lose their
driver's license due to drunk driving
charges are directed by the courts to attend
such programs. "Sometimes I feel we're too
tied-up with the Department of Motor
Vehicles," Grant said.
She said the number of people who are
attending these clinics and hospitals to
avoid something else (loss of driving
privileges, or jail) is a~~ut 50 per cent.
Grant · said one of the most influential
people to the problem drinker is his boss.
"In a lot of cases," Grant said, "he's got
more leverage than the family.
"He's willing to lose his wife and family,"
she said, "but he doesn't want to lose his job
and end up on skid row."
At the moment there is little on-campus
help for the alcoholic. Wells Mclnelly,
director of Counseling and Student Development, said he worked with one person
last quarter on a drinking problem.
"We have no live-in center or controlled
environment here," he said. "But we can
offer psychological support."
Mclnelly said he wasn't sure what caused
alcoholism. "Pressures in college have
something to do with it. But it usually goes
back further than that." He said home life,
personality traits and concerns of "being
adequate" might be closer to the causes.
In.the past week work has begun to form
an on-campus AA group. Anyone interested
should call 925-6784.

Ed. dept.offers Urban center
by TERRI REDDOUT
What is the difference between
the Department of Education and
the Office of Teacher Education?
r)-;:. - Ron Frye, director of
Teacher Education, explained that
his office is primarily responsible
for: 1) the adminstration of the
teacher education program,
campus wide, 2) certification of
teachers including the fifth-year
program and 3) admission into the
teacher education program.
Dr. Robert Carlton, chairman of

the Department of Education, said
the department offers teaching
majors in education as other
on-campus departments do. The
education department also· teaches
the professional sequence of the
teacher preparation program,
which is approximately 20 per cent
of the Bachelor of Education
requirem.e.nts.
Frye said students must be
admitted into teacher education
before they can formally begin any
of the profes.~ional teacher preparation sequence options. To be
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admitted intO' the program,
students must have at least an
accumulative 2.0 grade point average and have successfully completed, or been exempt from, English
101.
Students must also pass the
teacher education tests of basic
skills with a 70 per cent or better
score. If a student fails any of the
tests he can arrange for help in
remedial classes. The student can
take tlie test over but if he fails
again he is ineligible for the
program at Central.
Carlton said the department
offers elementary education and
special education majors, apq
)
minors in educational media and
.library science.
September experience and student teaching are both part of this
program. Two special programs
are administered through the Education Department. The urban
center project trains students to
teach in an urban -setting. The ........
instructor's permission is required
for the honors in education program which is designed for individualized study in the field of
education.
Further information about these
offices and their programs is
available in the .D epartment of
Education or the office of the
Director of Teacher Education.
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Cheating--90 per cent
of students
are 'guility'

There is one thing that students
of long ago and today have in
common--cheating. There has
always been cheating in schools
and there always will be. Cheating
goes on everyday in schools, from
grade school through college.
Statistics show that about 90
per cent of college students have
cheated sometime during their
academic careers. It may have
been something that didn't seem
like cheating, like copying most of
your English paper out of a book,
as almost everyone else was doing.
But that is still cheating, whether
one admits it or not. Cheating,

according to Webster's Dictionary,
is to deceive or trick others. You
ar_e tricking or deceiving __ _your
instructors into believing that
someone else's work is your own.
Throcgh the years, students
have thought up hundreds of ways
to cheat on exams. Those taking
exams in a room with windows,
have tied answers to trees outside
the windows; put them on the
window sill; or stuck signs, with
the answers on. them, in the
ground outside the windows.
Another more popular method is
writing on yourseU. People writ~

our
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on their arms and hands. One girl ·him $2 per page, including footwore a .: !"ess the day of an exam notes. Bibliography pages cost
and wrote the answers on by extra. Special topic papers could
thigh. When the professor wasn't also be ordered.
Each student is required to sign
watching she would hike her dress ·
up and read the answers.
a paper, stating that he is using
Of course students also try to the paper just for research. Of
write cheat notes on their note- course most of the purchased
books, but that isn't as easy to get . papers are turned in exactly as
away with.
they are bought. People hired to
At some cQlleges, students rum- write the papers at least have
mage through trash bins outside MA's and most of them have
classroom buildings, looking for PhD's. Last winter quarter that
ditto copies; break into locked company cleared $35,000.
rooms; and bribe janitors in order
The government is now getting
to get hold of exams. They then involved in the legality of selling
sell them to other students.
term papers. A lot of the comEach college professor has his panies put ads in student newsown method for ; dealing with papers and- the students have
cheaters. Most of them announce it papers mailed to them. In late
on the day of their first exam. 1973, a case was won against a
They try to sound very gruff in term paper company. It was ruled
order to scare off would-be that the company had illegally
cheaters. It usually doesn't work. used the mail to send the papers.
They often say that they will tear Although both the student and the
up your exam and that you will term paper company knew what
automatically fail if they catch you. was going on, the person who was
From personal observations in misled was the professor, the
classes, I've found that they court ruled. The professor may
usually don't carry through with think the term paper is the work of
their threat. Instead, if they spot a student when it isn't.
someone cheating, the next time
Even though it may not be easy
they give an exam they give the · to buy a term paper or an exam in
class a speech on how you are only _the future, these sales are exhurting yourself and wasting _your pected to continue. Cheating is
education.
something that probably will
Across the country, cheating always be done by students. One
seems to be encouraged in a reason given by a student for
multi-million dollar business which cheating was, "Why should I spend
has sprung up with the sale of my time writing papers and
college term papers. One man set studying for exams in classes that
up a company where he had are requirements and in which I
thousands of term papers in his have no interest:-?I'd much rather
catalog. All a student had to do spend my time in my major, which
was thumb through It and find a is what I'm spending all my n,oney
paper he could use. _It only cost to learn about."

. ..

With all its fun. frivolity. and asinine comments. combining the mammoth production of ':l
Busby Berkeley epic. the sly wit of d Noel Coward bedroom comedy. and thP. soph1sticateo
commentary .o n contemporary life of a ~e!"lny Youngman commentary on contemporary
ltfe .... All this in one unprecedented . unplanned unbelievable revue.
To see it.. .you ve got to be then~'

.

...,

Tuesday, March 9th, 8:00 pm
McConnell Auditoriu·m $3~
Pre-ticket sales at the SUB information Booth
••• Sponsored by the ASC
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National Lampoon is
coming here in March
by BOB WHEATLEY
Entertainment Editor
This quarter, Central students have had one major show
amid the schedule of dances, movies and mini-concerts.
That show was the Stanley Turrentine concert at the
Pavilion on Feb. 1. Just to finish the quarter with style, the
ASC is bringing another major show to campus. In the
past, if you have listened to KISW on Sunday nights
around 10 pm you got an earful of satire and "off-color"
humor known as the National Lampoon Hour. Un Tuesday,
March 9, the National Lampoon Show will be appearing in
McConnell Auditorium.
"Right on your campus, right in your home, right in your
face." So reads the logo at the top of the contract sent to
the ASC office from the Lampoon show's agent. Gemini
ProductiOns in Los Angeles is booking the troupe at
Central. Gene Schorr, from Gemini, said, "They're on a
nation-wide tour that goes all the way through April. Last
year they played to 90 schools; this year they'll hit more
than 400."
The troupe consists of seven people--six actors and one
piano player. Some of the highlights from the show include
a "Presidential" press conference, an interivew with New
York's favorite cab driver and a street gang version of the
Dating Game.
There will also be some musical numbers including the
Prison Reform Showstopper and The Hardships of
Drinking Domestic Champagne.
During fall quarter, Central hosted the Firesign Theatre
which is similar to, but not as well known as-,the Lampoon
show. The ASC has spent $2,500 to bring the Lampoon
show here and hope to sell out at $3 a ticket.

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS
CALENDAR
IN TOWN ... Live music
HOLIDAY INN-returning for
another week, "The Sonics."
GOOFY'S-back again, "Shaker."
THE CROSSROADS-playing
Thursday through Saturday,
"Just Us."
ON CAMPUS ...
PAPA JOHN'S-coffee house,
open mike, Wednesday nights in
SUB Basement at 8 pm.
DANCE with Shyanne-SUB
Large Ballroom Friday night,
Feb. 27, admission $1.00 per
person.
PLAY- "Jacques Brei is Alive."
Hertz Auditorium at 8:30 pm,
March 3-5.
"THE NATIONAL LAMPOON
SHOW"-Tuesday night,
March 9 at 8 pm inMcConneU
Auditorium. Tickets $3.
IN SEATTLE ...
GROVER WASHINGTON JR.has scheduled another show
Saturday night Feb. 28 at
Paramount Northwest.

.COmJ2US Critic

Student film awards
e I i g i bi I i ty exp Ia i n e d
Editor's note:
This column gives you the opportunity to express your
opinions and observations concerning any entertainment
event on or oft campus. H you would like to write in, just
type up your "critique" and turn it in to the Crier office,
SUB 218, Entertainment Editor's box.
The Third Annual Student Film Awards, sponsored by
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, is being
held in cooperation with the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company. The awards presentation will take
place on June 23 in the Samuel Goldwyn Theatre in
Beverly Hills, Calif. Cash prizes and trophies will be
·presented in the following categories: animation, dramatic,
documenta_ry, ~xperimental and speci~l jury award.
To be eligible for the competition, a film must have been
completed after May l, 1975, in a student-teacher
relationship within the curriculum structure of a college or
university. If you are presently enrolled in film making (art
department) or have an interest in entering the contest,
the regional deadline for submission of films for this year's
competition is April 15. A list of regional coordinators may
be obtained from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, 8949 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210,
or call (213) 278-8990.
Preliminary judging will be conducted by ten regional
committees throughout the country. Each film must be
entered in the region in which it was made.

..

>-

Musical productions
to be staged in March

'Purgose to educate Q.ublic'

Two musical productfons, one a
"world premiere" of an original
opera by a Central music professor, will be offered on alternate
evenings in. Threepenny Playhouse the first two weekends in
March.
Professor John DeMerchant's
opera, Thin Rain will be staged
March 3, 5, 10 and 12. Jacques Brei
is Alive and Well and Living in
Paris, a cabaret-theatre ty.pe
musical which was the third
longest running off-Broadway
show ever produced, will play
March 4, 6, 11 and 13. Both
productions are under the
direction of Dr. Richard Leinaweaver, Drama Department chairman.

by BOB WHEATLEY
Entertainment Editor
_
"You are sinking deeper. When I
touch you, you will fall deeper into
this relaxed feeling." Gregory
Cady, "the man with the hypnotic
eyes," appeared at the ASC mini-~
concert iri McConnell ·Thursday
Feb.12,b'3fore an audience of about
65 people.
.
The a-udience was told that it
would have the opportunity to see
for itself and with that he raised
his voice and said, "Sit straight up,
put your feet on the floor and put
your right arm out with the palm
up." Cady told the people in the
audience to put their other arm
out with the palm down and asked
them to imagine a heavy weight on

DeMerchant's opera is based on
the life of Phyllis Wheatley, a
slave girl who attracted notice in
the 1770's as the first publ_ished
. black poet in America. .The role of.
Mr·s-: -wneattey: tne· mistress, was
written for Lynn Dupin, sopranQ.,
of the music faculty.
Jacques Brei, which was surpassed in length of run only by
Threepenny Opera and
The
Fantasticks off-Broadway, will
feature the voice of Peter Gries,
music professor, who will also
serve as musical director . .
Performances in Threepenny
Playhouse, liarge, will begin at
8:30 pm. ·Admission is $2 for
adults, _$1.50 for students.

Cady plays to ardent few

_MUSIC MENU

New Winter LP borrows oldies
by ROB MATES
KCWS Manager
Johnny Winter
Captured Live!
Blue Sky PZ 33944
For those of you who like good
"raunch and roll" and lots of flashy
guitar work, Johnny Winter is
your man. Johnny Winter has
always excelled in the field of rock
as well as blues.
After years of struggling,
Winter became an overnight sensation when · people discovered
that he was one ·of the great
blues-guita:.r virtuosos of our time.
But since then Winter has shaken
up the ·blues-purists by mixing in
some rock-n-roll.
The personnel has changed·
over the years from brother Edgar
Winter to Rick Derringer to the
present Johnny Winter Band
which includes Randy Jo Hobbs,
Richard Hughes and Floyd Radford.
The album opens with a 1957
classic, Bony Moronie, done like
only Johnny can. This high-energy
version is filled with raw excitement exploding from Winter's
powerful__~uitar.

The music itself in Rock & Roll
People, a John Lennon tune,
epitom'izes the title. Winter
screams the words "rock and roll
people" and then lets his guitar do
the rest.
Johnny Winter has always had a
love for the music of Mick Jagger
and the Rolling Stones. Nearly
every Winter album contains one
or two songs by the Stones. His
newest album is no exception.
Johnny does a helluva version of
the first Stones' hit:It's All Over
Now.
Johnny is featured on slide
guitar and Floyd Radford on
guitar. The two men exchange
guitar riffs so rapidly that it's hard
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to distinguish who's who. Radford
plays ·s!zzling leads through-out
the album. The exchange of guitar
parts is especially effective on the
album's sole blues tune Sweet
Papa John.
The h~ttest cut on the album is
Highway 61 Revisited, an old Bob
Dylan tune.
The live recording is of good
quality. Crowd noises are minimal
and the music is definitely out
front.
If guitar greats mellow out in
time, Johnny Winter has simply
not aged. If anything, Captured
Live! demonstrates more e~cite
ment by Winter and band than in
the past.

one and a ·balloon tied to the:
other. Raising his voice louder and
louder, he prodded people to
actually feel the weight while
letting their other arm float. All
this was done while the audience
had its eyes closed. He then told
the audience to open its eyes and
to the amazement of this reporter
and most of the audience, both
arms, even at the start, were now
wide apart. One up in the air, the
other down.
After requesting volunteers, 20
people scrambled into chairs on
the stage. Cady began what he
called the induction process. "Look
at my eyes; do not move. Take a
big breath, hold it, hold it. A haze
is appearing in front of your eyes.
Your eyes are beginning to blink
more and more. Concentrate on
my voice."
Speaking faster and louder,
Cady created an environment for
sound that kept the subjects'
complete attention. After 20
minutes of bringing the volunteers
into the deepest state of hypnosis
the fun began. After telling them
they were in the desert, several
people on stage began to unbutton
shirts and wipe non-existent sweat
from their faces. Next stop on this
make-believe journey was the
North Pole where people started
shivering and clutching their
clothing.
Cady then told them he was

going to give each of them a drink,
and then another and another until
every one of the people on stage
was drunk, or rather thought they
were.
But perhaps the highlight of the
evening was the appearance of
Elvis Presley. No, not the real
Elvis but a close-enough facsimije.
Cady selected one volunteer who
appeared to be especially open to
the effects of hypnosis. Cady gave
him a broom (his guitar) and with a
taped recording of You Ain't
Nothin' But a Hound Dog let him
loose to swing his hips and mouth
the words of Presley's tune.
After the show was over, Cady
invited participants, and .others
really interested in hypnosis, back
stage to learn the techniques and
advantages of self-hypnosis and to
answer a~y questions. "You must
have a positive attitude before it
will work. If you think it won't
work, it won't work," he said.
Gady attended the Ry-pnologicaJ
Research School in Olympia and
now holds a class II clinical
hypnosis rating. He started out. as
a clinical hypnotist but decided
that wasn't for him and began
working in nightclubs three and a
half years ago. "My primary
purpose is to educate the public,"
Cady-said. "The sooner we .can do
that in whatever way_possible, the
sooner we'll bring hypnosis out of
the dark ages."

LIBERTY Theatre

OPEN6:45 925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUE.
Shows At 7:00 & 9:00 Each NiKht

Free Wheeling...fun loving...

WAil DiSllEY

~
GllOSJ
WED. Thru SAT. - MARCH 3 - 6th

"ROMEO & JULIET"
The VILLAGE

OPEN 6:45
-Shows At

925-4598

e he would find the

Poolil

A ROCK TALENT PRODUCTION INC.

Pl'us

THE AMERICAN
TRIBAL LOVE-ROCK
MUSICAL

This

DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY

Co-Hit

BOOK & LYRICS: GEROME RAGNI
JAMES RADO
MUSIC: _GALT MAC DERMONT

FULL ORCHESTRA & CHORUS
SPECIAL
LIGHTING EFFECTS

... ASC sponsored

Tickets available at CWSC information office. 5.0 tu ents ·
General. In Yakima at YVC Bookstore, Stereobird-Valley Mall,
Tapetown and Toby's Sound.

COLOR BY DE LUXE ®
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"Th~ mY-th of the .'melf!~g_Q.ot' has not materialized"

Ethnic Studies aims for end to stereotyping
by RICHARD VON WELLS
This is evident after asking all
Ethnic Studies programs have three instructors the same quesbeen the target of controversy tion: "What do you feel is the
ever since they were conceived as purpose of the Ethnic Studies
. a possible area of study.
.program on campus?" Even
"Do we really need an Ethnic though they are - all essentially
Studies program?" some people working for the same long-range
ask. Others say, "Doesn't an
goals and all are under one
Ethnic Studies program merely
"I feel that the purpose of the
perpetuate division of class in our program varies from one person's
country?"
view to the next. Personally, the
The answer to these questions is Ethnic Studies program does two
simple: people are different and things: 1) it's a means through
distinctions of race will always be which the minority communities
made as long as some people are exemplified by the Indian comdarker than others. The myth of munity, can channel their needs,
the "melting pot" has not material- want and aspirations and funnel
ized. as so many people had hoped.
them into an academic institution,
A "Wizard of Id" comic strip, unit, component like CWSC and
appearing serval years ago, com· get a viable and sensitive return,"
ments on the problem.A troubador said Woodcock. 2) provides a
while seated at the base of the means for non-minority people to
throne, adroitly comments to the become more aware of, more
king about the state of the realm, sensitized to, more personally
"you know king, the problem with knowledgeable of the ethnic com·
melting pots is that the bottom munities that make up the combecomes Red, the outside becomes ponents of the Ethnic Studies
Black,the middle is brown and the program.
scum rises to the top," which in
Kuroiwa gives this interpetamany ways is a correct analogy of tion: In the present education
today's suciety.
process, people can go through
in this exclusive interview with kindergarten, through 12th grade
the three instructors of the Ethnic learning' nothing about" minority
Studies program, chairman Paul people who are also part of this
Kuroiwa; Asian studies; Don country. Without the exposure
Woodcock, Native · American and understanding of differences,
studies and Justino Balderrama, we continue to ,teel the effect of
Chicano studies, each -. discusses benign neglect.
Responding fo a later question,
the importance of the program on
campus, provides their own views Balderrama rE1fl.ects his position in
about the program and about their relation to .the program, ·" The
Chicano position is important to
places within the program.
Ethnic Studies is unique be- Qhicano students because they can
cause all three people who make utliize that person in many ways.
up the program come from differ- Whether the Ethnic Studies proent backgrounds and each has gram is imP.ortant · to them, I don't
different goals and aspirations.
·know, you would have to ask them,

Super
Savings
at the

by JOE McCULLOUGH
Most students know International Programs by the Mexico
Program in Guadalajara. Over
1,000 Central students have spent
a quarter studying there over the
last five years. Yet few are fully
aware of the many other programs
and services available through the
same office.
In addition to the popular
Mexico Instructional Center, Central students have been studying
in Avignon, France and London,
England for a quarter or more
during the academic year. Others
have spent sprmg m Montreal,
Canada and this year will have the
chance to study there summer
quarter as well. Summer participants will be able to attend
selected Olympic events as part of
the program.
During the summer, students
can study close to the equator m
Quito, Equador, or have an entirely different experience in
Jerusalem, Israel. Also offered is a
study-tour of Rus~ia, which is the
country represented in this year's
Summer School International.
International . Programs is a
member of the Council on International Educational Exchange
(CIEE). This enables the office to

advise on low-cost group flights
and provide information and advisory services through CIEE. Students who travel abroad on their
own have saved a considerable
amount of money with the International Student Identity Card
(ISIC). This card is issued by the
office of International Programs as
a member of CIEE. It's valid
worldwide with a major emphasis
on Europe and entitles holders to
significant savings on travel, lodgings and entertainment.
The office also helps students
from other countries who are
studymg at Central. Such services
include immigration protocol,

m~

.

"Talking about an Ethnic Studies program. here, I think this is
an ideal place for a program
because of the large Native American population and Chicano population in the Yakima Valley," said
Kuroiwa.
"Central attempts to present
itseU as a 'people school,' meeting
all needs. The problem with
'people schools' is that minority
needs and goals become lost," said
Woodcock.

You'll never forget old what'sits-name, especially if you're the
one who named it.
A contest to name the crafts
room under construction in the
southwest corner of the SUB is
being sponsored by Central Recreation.
Winner of the contest will
receive free admission to one of
the four week crafts workshops,
to be offered there this spring, or
five hours of free time in the
games room.

Need extra bucks ta help out with school. rent. b-k•.
auto, etc.? TRY ONt y~r with your Washington Army
.. ational Guard.

National Guard for one year. You enlist in •he grade
you held at the time of your relea•e hom actiYe duty .

''

L

I

regardleu of branch of s-ervice . . . Army , Air force.
Navy, ·Marinet .. etc. At the end of your one-year en·

II

t.

li1tment you can extend for another ywar or for tonger.
Or you can decide not to re•enli•t. !.!!_.Q!:!! make•

I
I
·I
I
I

senH •. . for you and for u•. ~ i• a good part•
time job. from $1 , 100 to $1 ,400 for on" w•utkend o
a month and o two-week comp. thirty · ~ight doyt
total time, and that $1,100 ta $1,400 "at•o cchh on top
of your G.I. llill. GOOD PAYI Plus othe• bennie•!

"A Good Part-Time Job!"
-

____,....__ ____

fOR MORE OETAILS , :1 NTACT
':o. A l1>t Sn 161,t tor M

Eltvn~b.,u9

Wenatche•

Phone 662 ·8005

Phan" 9lS-2933
<HYH Id. :

----~.-..--._,

'

I
I

II

'1100 to '1400 A YEAR!
Here's how '' work5. You enli1t in the Wa1hin9ton Army

I

helping them adjust to their new
envionment and sponsoring an
English Language Institute. This
teaches English to those students
whose original language is not
English.
International Programs is
acquiring a limited but growing,
library of information. This includes work opportunities as well
as study through or at other
schools. They also will inform
students about teaching and
fellowships abroad for research
and study.
Additional information may be
obtained in Peterson 202, or by
calling 963-3612.

Name new craft room

VETERANS~

I
f

through Sat

It's a comedown because that is
how these people really perceive
us," said Woodcock.
In comparison to programs at
the University of Washington, the
Ethnic Studies program at Central
is small, even if compared to
numbers of students. The UW has
a minority building about twice
the size of the Psychology Build-

International Programs offers
Equador, Israel, Russia study

E.O.M.

Sale

"The ideal situation in an Indian
studies class is, to me, one which
.effectively has 50 percent Indian
students and 50 per cent white,
because it allows for interaction
between the two," said Woodcock.
Eliminating discrimination and
stereotyping is one of the major
concerns of the program.
"Being visually different and
culturally different in the society,
you need a whole different set of
survival skills once you get out [of
college]," said Kuroiwa.
"There are different kinds of
prejudice and discrimination,
there is benign neglect which I
think permeates many of the
institutions as a means of keeping
'people out. There is discrimination
which is overt--like you might run
into down at a tavern when
someone comes up and slaps you
on the back and calls you "Chief."

obviously.
"I encourage all students, especially Chicano students to come up
and discuss their personal and or
school problems," he added. ····-·- Budgeting has caused several
problems for the program in
recent years. Last year, due to
faculty cutbacks, the Black position was cut out of the program.
Woodcock explained the situation.
''The position was frozen, it will
not be filled until such time monies
become available to fill that position," he said.
Another problem the program
faces is direction of goals. Should
classes be designed for the nonminority people or the different
ethnic minorities?
Each of the instructors expressed the general feeling that Ethnic
Studies classes should be designed
for participation from all people.

-
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Although the schedule has not
been definitely determined, some
examples of possible spring offerings include batik, siJnple
frame making, tatting and
feather jewelry, said j,roject
director Jeanne McFarland.
Entries should be written on a
piece of paper and dropped into
the box at the SUB information
office. Be sure to include name,
address and phone number.
The room is intended as an
mstructional facility for both
students and non-students. Open
hours also will b~ scheduled to
allow its use on personal projects.
"Our idea is to teach the basic
skills of various crafts on a
non-graded
non-competitive
basis," said McFarland.
Instructors for the workshops
will be recruited from the local
community. Anyone interested
in sharing their knowledge
should contact McFarland at the
Leisure iervices Office or call

963-3551 •.
Dr. Helen McCabe, head of the
Leisure Services Program, said
automation and the mcrease m
available leisure time are causing
people to rely more and more on
hobbies such as crafts to find· the
sense of seH~satisfaction which
they no longer achieve through
their work.
·
·

Course challenge fee,
forms due tomorrovv

·,Handicapped to be assisted
also a proble,m for those who have
vision
difficulties.
- ·-- -.
Central's Facilities Planning and
"People who don't see very well
"" Construction Department is subdon't appreciate the special ramps
ject to an American Standards
designed for people in wheelchairs
-, Association guide which recombecause they don't know whether
~ mends the types of regulations to
the ramp has any handrails.
be met in the construction of
"Also, people wi~h vision probbuildings to better serve handicap- lems don't know if the ramp drops
ped people.
sharply at the edges or leads to a
loading dock." E:Llgineering and Construction
Officer Charles Gruhl explained,
. Gruhl alse noted that people
"Before 1961, when the modificawith hearing ~ifficulty or faulty
tions for the handicapped weren't · coordination have to be taken into
nationally accepted, architects .account when following the stanwere free to help the handicapped dards. "And people whose bodies
if they wanted to help them."
are old must be considered; not
Gruhl said the recommendations just older people."
One student at Central confined
now state: "Public buildings are to
be designed to the Washington to a wheelchair _ noted that he
couldn't use the shower without
standards."
He emphasized, however, that bringing the wheelchair into the
handicapped people don't want to shower also. "The housing departbe recognized generally. "The ment ordered a plastic chair for
the shower after being told of the
.> handicapped people I've spoken
with don't seem to like special difficulty." ·
Gruhl explained that modificadoors designed for them. They
don't want to be any different or tions made to assist the handicapped person can result beneficially
· receive any specfa.l treatment."
According to Gruhl, "though for everyone. "Sandpapery
people usually think of a handicap- material is placed on the backs of
ped person as 'someone in a many door knobs to prevent
entrance into the rooms which are
" wheelchair,' being handicapped is
by CLINT ROBBINS

off limits. The blind or visuallyimpaired person feels the sa~d
papery material and -kn-o.;~ that he
or she must not enter, even
without being able to read the
sign. Then, in the event of ~ power
failure, when no one can read the
sign, everyone will feel the
material and know the room is off
limits."
"We have received two complaints from people who are over
6'6" tall," Gruhl commented.
"They both felt that being tall is a
definite handicap because they
bump their heads on many of the
door headers.
"So, I guess there are many
more handicapped people than we
are a ware of."

Students who are challenging
a course must have their forms
and $5 payment fee in the
Registrar's Office by tomorrow.
The college has published a
"Course Challenge List" in the
general catalog. Full fee-paying,
regularly enrolled students may
challenge for credit any course
which appears on the current
list. To challenge a course, the
student may be required to take
examinations and carry out directions designated by the departments.
Each quarter the student has
until three weeks prior to the
end of the quarter to complete
the course challenge and pay the
fee required. The fee is non-

TURN ON
MONDAY

refundable and results of the
course will be listed as "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory" on
the transcript. Grades earned
under this option will not be
included in computing the stu~en~' s ·g rade point avera~e.
Application for course challenges may be ,denied if the
student has previously received
credit for the course at this or
another college, if the student
has previously failed the course
or if the student has previously
challenged the course and received an "unsatisfactory" grade.
For further questions or information, consult the catalog or
Registrar's Office.

6PM

FM 94 AND A HALF will present the outstanding music experience
to ever come to Yakima ...

···························--·········~············ ················:

GET

TUESDAY
MARC.H 2nd

;DOWN
Starting Monday, at 6 PM and continuing every night FM 94 AND A HALF
will present "ROCK ON" ... combining the·best of the progressive efforts
in ROCK 'N ROLL, SOUL and LIGHT JAZZ from the past decade right down
to t~e present. "ROCK ON" ... a celebration of good music!
HEAR ALL OF THE VERY BEST:
•
·•
•
•

The Allman Bros.
Moody Blues
Robin Trower
10CC

•
•
•
•

Lynyard Skynyrd
Foghat
Climax Blues Band
Rod Stewart

•
•
•
•

Doobie Bros.
Seals and Crofts
Loggins and Messina
Stephen Stills

... AND MANY, MANY MORE!

$1.00
PITCHERS
ALL NIGHT

1"

SPONSORED
By R.0.T.C.

$1.50
..... ____________________________________________
....,.
COVER CHARGE

...................................................................

•OAlfJ'F
KIT Yakima

Did BetsY- really sew the first flagl_
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Lowther discusses Bicentennial, Revolution
by TERRI REDDOUT
History professor Dr. Lawrence Lowther
specializes in the study of the American
Revolution. With the Bicentennial celebration taking place this year, he is teaching
courses on the American Revolution and
will be teaching a television course on the
same subject. The CRIER asked Dr.
Lowther about the Bicentennial celebration
and about the history of the American
Revolution.
CRIER: What is your-- reaction to
the American Bicentennial celebration? WWTHER: Of course there is a heavy
commercial element within the Bicentennial
but I look at the positive aspects of it. There
are sincere efforts by Americans to reflect
upon the past. Small towns, _especially in
the West, are digging back and discovering
about their history. Most of these towns
don't even date back 100 years. Through
this shared common interest in the past
people are joining together in the celebration.
CRIER: Are people becoming more
interested in the background of the American Revolution?
LOWTHER: Yes, 1 believe so. Instructors, like myself are being asked to give
talks centered on the revolution. West
Coast newspapers like the Yakima Herald
Republic are printing articles dealing with
the history of the Revolution. On the East
Coast ac'tual re-enactments of major battles
are being staged. Television specials like
the Adams' Chronicles about people and
events involved in the Revolution, are
shown nation-wide. These activities and
programs are examples of the renewed
interest in the Revolution.
CRIER: Will this renewed interest in
the American Revolution serve a purpose?
LOWTHER: Through this interest
people will discover the circuipsta~ces of
our origin as a nation. The founding
documents, such as the Declaration of
Independence and the United States Constitution, will be re-studied in order to gain a
better "Understanding of our government
and tire , basic principles underlying it._
Americans can learn from the Revolution
and these documents something about who ·

we are as a people and a nation.
CRIER: What things can we learn from
the history of the Revolution?
LOWTHER: Studying the past can
give us insights into our situation today. ,A
study of early America can tell us a great
deal about the kinds of attitudes, practices
and expectations ttat have become deeply
embedded in our character as Americans.

DR. LAWRENCE LOWTHER
Just as an example, one of the facts of the
American experience has been the abundance of natural resources on this continent. Americans felt a will to exploit these
resources. A free enterprise systein based
on the profit motive, brought from Europe,
was re-enforced by the material success
that Americans experienced. Americans
came to expect an ever-rising standard of
living. They came to expect that each
succeeding generation would be better off
than its predecessors. They came to believe
that an unrestrained exploitative economic
system was largely responsible for this
material well-being.
The free enterprise system served us
well in our early history, but there is a real
question as to whether this system can be
as usefu_l in a period of resource shortage as
it was when there was a virgin continent to
develop. Regardless of 'our answer to that
question, a study of our history can keep us

aware of the nature and strength of that set determine. The colonists had experienced a
of attitudes that buttresses our present sense of self-government and were not
economic system.
going to give it up. Here we have the
CRIER: Dr. Lowther, there are many beginnings of the American Revolution.
myths surrounding the figures involved in
CRIER: Durinll.' the Revolution,France
the American Revolution. Could you tell us came to the aid of the Americans. Could we
if these stories can be substantiated?
have won without France's assistance?
LOWTHER: Washington crossing the
LOWTHER: Without materials, miliDelaware as the painting depict_s probably tary supplies and aid from outside it is
didn't happen. Tlie type orboats .they used doubtful if the Americans could have won.
that night might have capsized if anyone But France did more than send supplies,
she eventually sett armed forces and her
dared to stand up.
The evidence is thin as to whether Betsy navy. In fact, the final battle of the
Ross did actually sew the first flag. The Revolution at Yorktown was essentially a
only evidence we have is the death . bed French victory. It was the French navy that
statement she allegedly made to a relative. formed the blockade and half of the land
Even then her statement was not made force was French.
·CRIER: Why did France become so
known until 100 years after she was
involved in the Revolution?
·
supposed to have made the flag.
LOWTHER: France had lost a great
It is hard to say if Patrick Henry did say,
"Give me liberty or give me death" because deal of land and pride because England had
he was an extempore speaker and rarely won the French and Indian War. Helping
wrote down his words. He may have said it the colonists win their revolution would
but if he did we can't be sure of the exact embarrass England and give France the (_ satisfaction of seeing some of England's
words.
CRIER: Why did the colonists rebel possessions of power.'
CRiER: Did other countries fight with .:
against England?
LOWTHER The biggest myth of the the Americans?
Revolution is that the colonists rebelled
LOWTHER: Spain joined in theRevobecause of heavy taxes. What the Ameri- lution as an ally of France but not as an ally
cans actually rebelled against was who had of the United States. In the French and
the authority to tax them. The taxes the Indian War, Spain lost Florida and like
colonists paid were really quite moderate , France was seeking embarrassment for the
compared to the heavy taxes the English English. Spain mostly wanted Gibraltar
were paying.
back from England. Spain w;as not anxious
CRIER: What was England's reasoning to see a strong, independent United States
behind the raising of taxes?
on the North American continent, because
LOWTHER: England had just finished it might prove to be a threat to her own
the French and Indian War in which it American_holdings.
gained a great deal of land. In order to
In 1780 Holland went to war against ·
protect its new empire it felt it had to England to defend her rights as a neutral on
maintain an army in America and this took the seas. Neither Spain nor Holland were as
money. In England the people were already involved with America as France was.
over-burdened with taxes so the British
CRIER: Is JulyX-trUly fudependence
·
. government felt it was only fair to have the · Day? - - -colonies help pay for the British protection
LOWTHER: John Adams felt July 2,
force stationed there.
the day the resolution for independence was
The colonies had been governing them- adopted, would be the day Americans
selves quite freely when the British started would celebrate their independence. But
to reform the empire in the direction of the Declaration of Independence was
greater centralized authority. Whether this approved on July 4 and now we celebrate
was solely for tax purposes or because our independence on this day.
they were afraid of the growing indepenIt's only a minor technicality butindependence within the colonies it is difficult to dence Day is two days late.

COMMUNITY STORES
Check our Sundry Specials:
Clairol
Herba I Essence
Shampoo
16 oz~ Reg. $279
now $169
8 oz.-Reg. $2 40
now $139

*

•

Clairol
Final Net
12 oz. Reg. $3 39
\
now $199
8 oz. Reg. $2 45
now $139

Also, Money Saver Pharmacy

master charge

32 oz. Listerine
Reg. $299 now

$ 139

Miss Clairol
Shampoo & hair color formula
Reg. $2 49. now

$1 4 9

925-3133

Hours: Mon - Fri 9-7, Sat. 9-6
505 No. Pine

I

i .._J~lll
THE l><TE

926-9161
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The Student Ex12erience

Fire safety at Brooklane Village questioned·
_!>Y TROY MONH~LLAND
For one-half of the residents of Brooklane Village,
the threat of fire poses serious problems. These
residents all live in two-story apartments with only
one escape route, that being the stairway that leads
downstairs.
During Fire Prevention Week, held last October in
the public schools, school children brought home
questionnaires for the kids to use in inspecting their
homes. One child realized that he couldn't properly
fill his out in order to become a junior fire marshall.
That child, seven-year old Tony Palmer of
Brooklane Village, found question 16 a problem. The
question asks whether the family has fire escape
drills from bedrooms so members will remember two
ways to the outside from your room.
The only two escape routes Tony had were the
stairway leading downstairs and the window, which
Tony could jump from. The jump facing Tony was
measured at 12 feet.
"I just wanted a fire escape and if I didn't have
one, I don't know how I would get out. I wouldn't
jump 'cause it would break my ankles," claimed the
youngster.
Tony then set out to eliminate this problem. With
a rope that his grandmother gave him, a little
help from his father, Tony made a rope ladder. By
anchoring the rope to the daveno located in his
bedroom, he could get down the rope and within four
-feet of the ground.
According to fire department spokesmen, the
apartments are safe because the size of the windows
allows one to exit from them. However, there are
some apartment windows that have been altered to
~_pen only six inches.
__
The two-story apartment~ in Brooklane have the

Junior fire marshall Tony Pamer has his own way of preparing for
fire. The seven-year-old invented a rope ladder from his second Door
Brooklane Village bedroom to serve as a fire escape.

Get rocked

kitche:o and living room located downstairs and the
stairway leads up to an L-shaped hallway. The
parents' bedroom is separated from the children's
bedrooms by the hallway. All appliances are
downstairs. The water heater is located directly
under the stiarway.
One might assume that if a fire broke out
downstairs, that i~ would rapidly spread up the one
escape route and if it remained undetected for long _
enough, the L-shaped hallway would soon be'
unpassable. The children would then be placed in the
position of jumping or remaining in the burning
building.
A quick check of the apartments shows each
separate apartment has one fire extinguisher and no
fire detection devices. The extinguishers are all
located downstairs and would be of no help in the
situation mentioned above. A closer look at the
extinguishers shows that they have not been
inspected recently.
Fire department spokesmen say that the pressurized dry chemical fire extinguishers are to be
checked at least once a _year. Many resident~ wh9
have lived in Brooklane for several years claim that
they have never had the fire extinguishers checked
since they have lived there.
Since the installation of the rope ladder, Tony has
made several exits out his bedroom window without
any problems. When asked whether he knew if any
of the other kids had prepared for a fire, Tony
s1\fugged his shoulders and said, "I don't think so. I .
think they must have thought of it but didn't have
any rope to use."
Tony Palmer has prepared himself for the
unexpected yet there are many who unfortunately
haven't!

Sixty local artists to participate
in Women's Art Show Sunday
An exhibition of Kittitas County
Women's Arts and Crafts will
begin Sunday in tpe Central Fine
Arts Gallery.
- The Ellensburg Community Art
Gallery, the Western Art Gallery
-and the Central Fine Art Gallery

have cooperated in the organization of the exhibit.
This effort has been sponsored
by the Central Counseling and
Student Development Center as
part of its continuing program to
present issues of women and their
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VET'S ON CAI\IPUS
FREE DINNER
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AT THE AMERICAN LEGION,
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VISTA HOUSE
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I
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.
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changing selves.
The exhibit will open Feb. 29-, at
8 pm in the Central Fine Arts
Gallery located in - the Art Department on the southeast corner
of 15th and Walnut. Some of the
featured artists will be Jinx Strintingha, owner of the Western
Gallery, Diane Knoke, who
teaches weaving at the Community Art Gallery and Central
graduate Lynn Bottin, whose
sculpture exhibit has won many
state awards.
Jane Orleman, Women's Art
Show coordinator and artist, encourages all interested persons to
attend. "The response has been
excellent," Orleman stated,
"There has been a great deal of
cooperation from women throughout the community."
The exhibit will emphasize
visual arts ranging from fine arts
to flower arranging. Sixty community artists will participate.
~·or more information regarding
the show contact Kathleen Morris
at the Counseling Center,
963-1391.

the

Station
91 .0 fm

880 am

o o o•1J o oo~aooa &lib o•O"Joo~

Broadcasting: 7 am to midnight
daily until 3 am Sat & Sun

March9th

TA.Vad

8th Annual Paiama Party
Get your P.J.'s ready
Happy Hour all ~ight
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TEACHING POSITIONS IN AUSTRALIA

SIGN U'P FOR ELECTIONS

INTROQUCTORY WORKSHOP

A representative of the Victoria (Australia) Teacher Selection Program will be at
UW, Western and Oregon State during the
week of March 1-5, and at ·Eastern on
March 12. Central candidates will be able to
interview at one of these colleges by
contacting them in advance for an appointment. For information regarding specific
dates at each of the schools and the person
to contact, check immediately with the
Career Planning andP\.acement Center.

Too often we complain about our
government, without trying to change the
system ourselves. If you want to see some
changes, or if you have any new ideas, now
is your chance.
Th~re are three openings on the BOC.
Position number three is serving spring to
fall.
Also, there are three campus judicial
positfons available for re-election.
.
Sign up today in the ASC office. For
further election details call Rob Lindman at
963-2122.

An int:-oductory mini-workshop is
scheduled in the new crafts room in the
SUB from 7-10 pm, March 3.
Participants will complete projects in
three of the following five areas: candle
making, macrame, corn-husk dolls, fly-tie
jewelry and simulated leather containers.
"They'll be able to walk in, put it together
and take it home," said Jeanne McFarland,
crafts room director.
According to McFarland, examples of the
different crafts will be on display in :he
showcase near the entrance to the SUB
Games Room.
Interested persons may sign up at the
hobby show in the SUB Burger Bar Feb.
26-28, at the Leisure Services Office or call
963-3551.
A fee of $1.50 will be charged to cover the
cost of materials and instruction.
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SLAVERY IN ETHIOPIA
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~ho! o(f$.r
Old Vantage Hwy.
on Wilson Creek Rood.
hours noon-6pm
closed sunday - mondoy

Dr. Paul LeRoy, of the history department, will present a lecture on "Slavery in
Ethiopia," March 3 at 7:30 pm. Phi Alpha
Theta is sponsoring the address which is
open to the public.

REWARD FOR LOST GLASSES

DESPERATE
need country place if you plan to

Monetary reward for return of lost metal
frame glasses, white case w/ black trim. If
found please contact Jinx Davis, 326 Davies
Hall, 963-2510.

move Spring or before call
962-9166

962-9164

Peggy
DEGREE APPLICATIONS
RA dt>grE>e applications are now . being
ac-c-t>plt•d in the Registrar's Office for spring ·
11uartt•r 1976 graduation. _The deadline for
all applications is April 9.

Ease up on a Wednesday evening.,

Papa Johns
mellow, fine local entertainment

Fl:\A:\flAL AIU

INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE

SUMMER NDSL LOAN APPLICATIONS
Applirations for sumnwr quart1•r ~at ion
al I>irPd St udPnt Loans may h1• pirk1>d up
from March I to April 16 in th1• Offin· of
Finanl'ial Counsl'ling aml Finanl'ial Aid
Barg-l' 209. To qualify for a loan, appli<'ants
must havl' h(•l'n l'nroll(•d spring quarll•r.
1976, at Central. The deadline for submission of the aid applicatiOflS to the Office of
Financial Aid is April 30.
1976-77 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION
Financial aid applications and ·Parent's
and Student's Confidential Statements for
1976-77 are now available in the Office of
Financial Counseling and Financial Aid.
Students applying for financial aid at
Central must turn in two forms: 1. The
Central Financial Aid Application must be
sent to the Office of Financial Aid, Barge
209, by March 1.
2. The Student Financial Statement or
Parent's Confidential Statement must be
sent to P.O. Box 1501, Berkeley.Calif., by
March 1.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
The Office of Financial Aid has been
receiving and will continue to receive
information concerning summer employment for students from organizations
throughout the United States and overseas.
This information is readily available in
Barge 209 for students to review at their
convenience.

DRINKING HELP

1976-77 BEOG APPLICATIONS

Student Alcoholics Anonymous. Call
925-6784.

Application for the BEOG are now
available in the Office of Financial Aid for
the 1976-77 school year. Federal regulations
are now changed and all undergraduates
are eligible to apply. All undergraduate
students applying for other types of
financial aid are required to submit a BEOG
application.

Open Wednesday's 8-lOpm
in the SUB Basement

WOMEN IN mE ARTS

Coffee, tea or ...

'.

womanspace will be presenting a lecture

~t To sign up for the mic call
963-1691

... brought to yo_'!' by the ASC

entitled Women in the Arts," tonight at 7
i.n Grupe Conference Center. The lecture
will attempt to help women artists prepare
to sell and market their products and
overcome the difficulties in entering the art
market. Info? Cathy Woodall, 963-2904 .

Volunteer Income Tax Assisters (VITA)
will provide advice and prepare income tax ·
returns for low-income wage earners and
senior citizens Feb. 7 to March 6 at the
Ellensburg Public Library. A VITA volunteer will be at the library Mondays and
Wednesdays from 7 to 9 pm and Saturdays
from 11 am to 3 pm.
VITA volunteers from Ellensburg, Yakima and Wapato have been enrolled in a
special tax preparation class taught by
volunteers from the Internal Revenue
Service at Yakima Valley College.
Preparation -of income tax returns and
advice will be provided free. A professional
tax counselor will be at the library to assist
the VITA volunteer.

WOMEN'S TENNIS MEETING

There will be a women's tennis team
meeting for any interested players on
Monday, March 1 in Nicholson 117 at 3 pm.
Anyone interested in turning out for the
team is welcome to attend the meeting.

ART EXHIBITION

An exhibition of Kittitas County
Women's Arts and Crafts is being present-ed by Womanspace. The showing will be
Feb. 29 through March 5 in the Fine Arts
building. The showing will have a special
opening Sunday at 8 pm.

PARENTCRAFT

Parentcraft will sponsor a panel discussion on "Hyperactivity in Children Five
to Ten" tonight, Thursday, Feb. 26, at 7:30
pm in the Ellensburg Library. The panel
will be Dr. David Lundy, Gale Hogan and
Janet Reinhardtsen. All are welcome.

INTERVIEWS AT PLACEMENT
CENTER

00

Presented
byASC

· March 8 Pacific National Bank of Washington, management training positions;
March 8-9 US Navy, Officer Selection
Team; March 12 Kennewick School District,
teaching positions.

BABA1 FIRESIDE

CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL

G'U IDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:

The Ellensburg Day Care Center is
sponsoring a Children's Arts and Crafts
Festival for children 2-8 years of age.
Admission is 25 cents. The event will be
held this Saturday in the Brooklane Village
multipurpose room from 10 am-4 pm.

BLACK STUDENTS UNION
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Mike Clark requests that all students
interested in reorganizing the Black Students' Union meet with him at 7:30 pm
tonight in SUB 209.
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Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowsh~ips, loans. work-study programs,
cooperative education progra~s and summer job opportunities.; for
. study at colleges, vocational ~nd technical schools, paraprofess10nal
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools and postgraduate study or research~ funded on national, regional and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, ~oq~mra
tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal orgat,i1zat1ons
and minority organizations. Money is available for both averag~ as well
·
as excellent students, both with and without need.
\

.! Mens Spring
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1i Corduroy Jackets_,,
.,
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BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.

Name

Adddress_~~~~~~~~~---~-~-~~------,.---~---~
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-------------- State_ _ _ _ _ __ Zip _ _ __
(0 Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.

FILM PREVIEW

,

Central's Audiovisual Department shows
new educational films for preview over
channel 10 each Tuesday and T~ursday at 4
and 7 pm.
"
Film titles for each week's showings are
displayed on channel 10, our cable TV
station, and are printed in the Central
Weekly Bulletin and the Ellensburg Daily
Recent. ·

~i\~~~t~

\
Dept. 214~ 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me _ _ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION at $5 .95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
'
I am enclosing$ _ ____ _____ (check or money order).

A public Baha'i Fireside and Intercalary
Day Celebration will be held tonight in the
Woldale School. The public is invited to
attend. Call Robin Oakley for more informa·
tion at 925-9920.
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Shampoo

}Conditioning,
ScalpTreatment
Haircut & Style
$12.!!!J

The Headhunter

707 n. Main

Hair Care Studio . 925 HAIR
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" Central places third
in seven-school field
by VICKI SIMPSON
,._.

The women's gymnastics team
at Central placed third in the
Eastern Invitational Tournament
' at Cheney last weekend.
>
Eastern won the tournament
with 93~9 points, followed by WSU
~ with 78.4 and Central with 70.6.
Boise St., 69.3; U of Idaho, 63.46;
~ Montana State, 59.5, and Spokane
• Community College, 27 .5, completed the standings.
,
~
Best individual performances
for Central came from Jane Moser,
, who placed second on the balance
beam with 7.3 points, fourth in the
> all-around with a 6.4 average and
seventh on the uneven bars with
5.4 points.
Tina LaRoque placed second in
' the vaulting with 8.4 points.
"Team-wise, I was very pleased
with the performances," said
~ Deloris Johns. "Individually we
still have a lot of polishing to do on
, various routines.
"I think our floor exercises were

not up to par, but our vaulting was
much better. Our beam routines
were also improved but we need to
work on the bars."
The team will be competing at
SPC on Saturday.
"We are going up against some
very tough competition," said
Johns. "I think it will be a fun-type
meet because of the nature of the
girls on the SPC team.
"We only have two more meets
left to qualify anybody that has not
qualified for regionals, so we are
going to have to work hard," she
said.
DISTRICT 1 PLAYOFFS
The first game in a best-Ofthree series against Eastern will
be held this Saturday night in
Nicholson Pavilion. The 'Cats
will then loose their home court
advantage when the second
game is moved to Cheney and
played Monday night. A third
game, if needed, will be played
Tl!esday night, also at Cheney.

W i Id cats ~(]_C9-_ Eastern _iQ District 1 playoffs
by ANDY KISSLING
Sports Editor
Against Oregon Tech on Friday night,
balanced scoring again paid off for Central,
as five players scored in double figures.
With his third outstanding game in a row,
Byron Angel pulled down 13 rebounds and
scored 20 points, game highs in both
categories.
The game was close in the early going.
Central could never put together much of a
lead. :Qut, late in the first half, Central
scored on its last three possessions, as the
'Cats pulled out to a ten point advantage at
intermission.
In the second half, Central slowly
increased its lead to .59-47 with 10:48
remaining to play. Reserves then entered
the game and the Wildcat lead was
increased even more as Central went on to a

83-69 victory.
Herb McEachin led Oregon Tech scorers,
hitting 7-13 from the field and two of two
from the line, for 16 points.
On Saturday night, Central was never
behind. The main reason for the big win,
was the season-high scoring output by 'Cat
standout, Dave Oliver.
The muscular forward canned 26 points,
as Central scooted out to a 40-20 halftime
lead, and never looked back. As with Friday night's game, at the ten
minute mark in the second half it was all
over, as the Ellensburg squad was out in
front, 67-43.
Again, big Byron Angel had an excellent
game as he popped in 14 points. Joel Diggs
and Les Wyatt each had 12.
Central has finished all conference action
and now it will enter the playoffs against
Eastern in a best out of three series.

Inland Empire AAU me-e t
tunes for March nationals
I

Central's swim team competed in the Inland Empire Senior AAU
Invitational in Yakima last Saturday.
Central's best results in the one-day competition came from Russell
Ferguson who took first in the 100-yard breaststroke and in the 100-yard
freestyle with respective times of 1:03.7 and 50.3.
The 400 medley-relay team also placed first with a time of 3:46.
"This was a tune-up meet for the nationals," said Bob Gregson, head
coach. "We will be leaving for the national championships on Saturday."
There will be twelve swimmers competing in the nationals
championships which are being held March 4-6 in Marshall, Minn.
The swimmers who will be competing in nationals are Ed and Mike
Walstead; Chuck, Joe and Jerry White; Craig Weishaar; Eric Tracy;
Craig Brown; Bill Miller; Russell Ferguson; Carl Neuenfeldt and Dave
Cotton.
"We finished second in last year's nationals championships," said
Gregson. "I hope we can do as well this year.
"We are taking half the teum to the nationals and if the top guys swim
well, we can do as well as last year. With luck and afew breaks, we can
do quite well, but on the other hand, i! it doesn't go well we can fall."
Dave Oliver (43) goes up for two against Eastern in the Pavilion. Eastern wilfbe
here Saturday night to meet the 'Cats in the first of three games to decide the
Distriet one representative iD the national playofla ia Kanau City; KanBU.
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Women defeatWSU, Idaho; record at8-5
The Wildcat women's basketball
team brought their win-loss record
to 8-5 after defeating WSU, 54-47,
and the U of Idaho, 68-53, last
weekend.
Central was ahead at half-time,
28-20, in the WSU game.
The shooting of Cheryl Mercier
and Colleen Hall helped break
open the close contest early in the
first half.
"Probably what gave us the
game was the defense," said Pat
Lacey, head coach. "We played a
zone defense and were able to
keep WSU out and we were also
able to get on the boards better.
"Our guards made some quick
steals and made some good lay-ins.
Colleen Hall also shot some good
outside shots."

In the game against U of Idaho,
Central was down at half-time,
33-31.
"We started off ~icely during
the first half, but the defense was
not working~;, said Lacey. "We
were not getting on the boards and
we couldn't keep ~p with them."
In the second half, Kim Grant
sparked Central by making five
outside shots in a row.
Vickie Mathews, Young and
Davis made some good steals to
give Central 14 unanswered
points.
Central's scoring was led by Hall
with 16 points, Grant with 14,
Young with 10 and Mathews with
nine.

The team will be playing at
home tomorrow against PLU at
7:30, with the junior varsity team
playing at 5:30 against Wenatchee. The team will also be going against,...
· U of Idaho on Saturday at 2 pm
with the junior varsity playing at ,,
llam.
,
In junior varsity action, Central 4'
was defeated by Walla Walla
College, 46-45, last weekend.
Central outscored Walla Walla, . ,
shooting 22 to 19 in field goals, but '
only shooting one free throw to
eight.
"There was even scoring all the· '
way around," said Joyce Jefson, ,
head coach. "All the players did a 1 ..
good job playing aggressively as
~e had a height disadvantage."

Central had an 18-point lead at
one time, but co\).ldn't maintain the
consistency.
Hall led Central's scoring with
16 points while Margina Young
and Julie Davis each had 10.
Davis brought down 10 rebounds and Mercier gra:bbed nine.

~~
~~lib
Ski Bus
The sixth trip to Alpental for
the Central Ski Bus is scheduled
for March 3. Transportation is
$2.75 and the bus leaves frQm the
east end of the Hertz Parking
Lot at 5 pm on Wednesday. Sign
up at the Tent 'n Tube Rental
Shop in the SUB. For further
information, call 963-1511 or
963-3537.
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.and compare our prices
l /2 gal 2% Past-Homo

.66
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.67
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WINEGAR
DAIRY
419 w. 15th .
925-1821
8 blocks west of Nicholson Pavilion

Food Coupons accepted
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your personal beaufya~alysis begins. Your
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lifestyle, personality and facial features are
important in finding the haircut that is you. We'll ·
discuss what you want, and consider all these
fa0ors. We won't just give you the latest
hairstyle - we'll give you your own personalized
cut. Your individuality is our concern.
• I
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County sheriff's office· · · -needs local reservists

Tomorrow is deadline
for change to grade

WANTED by the Kittitas
County Sheriff's Reserves; 20-25
good people for the new training
program which begins on March
11. ·"We are interested in people
from the community, including
·Central which is part of the
· community," said Kittitas County
Sheriff Robert A. Barret.
The program has been in effect
since 1970. Between 150 and 200
people have been trained in that
time. The effectiveness of the
training is shown by about 20
former reservists who have since
joined other law-enforcement
agencies around the state, said
Barret.
The .primary emphasis of the
program will be education;, with
new recruits gaining field experience only after part of the
program has been completed. Too
often, said Barret, people trained
on-the-job were of little use in
some situations because "OJT was
not going far enough." Recruits
will join established reserve
squads after their training is
cock, Moore and Muzzall.
---Some of these .p ictures may yet complete.
The 17-week program is
be found in storage as were those
scheduled to begin March 11 with
from Davies and Beck.
One of the problems in keeping one three-hour session to be 'ven
track of the pictures is that no
records are apparently kept of
theµ- aquisition, location or maintainance.
"They don't fit the RCW s as far
as inventoriable items go," said Al
Eberhart, director -of business
services and contracts.
Attaching a monetary value to
donated pictures is difficult, but if
one recently done by the Ken
Whitmire Studio in Yakima is used
as a guide, the total loss could
exceed $2000.
·
According to Dr. Helen McCabe,
head of the Leisure Services
Program, the missing portraits are
"a matter of deep concern for
those of us who feel strongly-about
the contribution that these people
have made .."

one class per quarter under this
Students wanting to change
option. A maximum of fifteen
classes now enrolled in from
credits completed in credit/no
credit/no credit to grade, must
. credi~ classes may be used todo so by tomorrow. Many times a
ward the 180 credits required for
student confuses this time with
the bachelor's degree.
·
being able to change graded
The courses cannot be from a
classes to credit/no credit, but
the only time during the quarter . student's major or minor concentration or the professional educathis is possible is during the
tion sequence, but must be
add/drop period or registration.
selected from breadth requireThe student may elect to take
ments and free electives.
the earned grade up to three
Credits earned from the crewee)cs prior to the end of the
dit/ no credit option are not
quarter.
included in determining grade
This option of exploring acapoint averages. On the student's
demic areas of interest is urged
transcript the grade recorded
by the Registrar's Office.
will be listed as "CR" if the
All students except first quarcourse grade is C- or above, or
ter freshmen and students on
academic probation may select
"NC" ~-~E-~ _grade is below C-.

Portraits missing
byPAULFRANKENBURGER
"Where Have All the Pictures
Gone" may become the title of
Central's new rendition of a once
popular song.
Six of 12 portraits of people,
hanging iii dorms named in their
honor, have disappeared. Two
others are collecting dust in dorm
closets.
At least one of the pictures was ·
stolen twice. "It was stolen the
year before last but they got it
back at the end of the year," said
Cecil Warren, custodian at Barto
Hall. "Then it was stolen last year
and they didn't get it back."
The fate of many of the other
pictures seems less certain. It is
difficult to find people who remember the pictures, let alone the
circumstances of their disappear·ance.
Missing are the portraits from
, Anderson,_Barto, Courson, Hitch--
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cants include: between the ages of
21 and 50, vision correctable to
20-20, no criminal record, be a
registered Kittitas County voter
an~ P.a ss th.e examinations ..
Interested persons may obtain
applications or further information
from the Sheriffs Office in the
Courthouse. Tentative closing
date for this training program has
been set for March 5.

Production Lab serves

students and faculty
The audio-visual division has
expanded the workspace in the lab
to allow more students to work
comfortably at the same time.
More equipment has been made
available and the lab is kept open
in the evening.
Located on the second floor of
Bouillon, the facilities enable students to produce media for use. in
their classes. Equipment for
everything from slide mounting to
poster-making is available.
Press-on graphics lettering is on
hand, as is ·a variety of paper.
Ditto, Dia~o, lamipation and

Thermo-Fax machines are in the
lab for student use. There is also a
light table, drawing board, drymount press and opaque projector
that can be used.
Lab patrons will always find a
qualified student assistant on duty
to explain machine operation, help
with materials and give advice.
A small charge is made for
materials used.
Lab hours are 8 am to 5 pm
Monday through Friday and 7 to
9:30 pm Sunday through Thursday.
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each succeeding Thursday from
7-10 pm in the courthouse: The
51-hour course will include such
topics as "Laws of Arrest and
Search and Seizure," "Crime-scene
Investigation," "Firearms" and
"Driver Skill and Safety." King
County Crime Prevention Officer
Norman Burr is scheduled to
speak during the "Crime Prevention" lecture.
'
General qualifications for appli-
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A Rainier National Bank checking account gives
you an accurate record of all your expenses .
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ELLENSBURG OFFICE
501 No. Pearl St.,
W ifliam D. Van Hoose Assistant Vice Preside"nt & Manager
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MARCH 3-7 WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
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REOPENING TONIGHT OR TOMORROW! ..~,
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HAPPY HOURS 11 - 1 & 3 - 5 EVERYDAY!
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20¢ Schooners $1 .00 Pitchers 925-4444 .. ,

. ·Remember the Swinging Doors?
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